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ABSTRACT 
 
This study explores the model of the collectivist avant-garde movement in the European visual 
arts, and its development (as a historically recurring phenomenon) from its earliest significant 
iterations at the turn of the nineteenth century to the ‘historical avant-garde movements’ of the 
early twentieth century. Through chronological iterations of this model, I will explore the 
importance of collectivism, and its increasingly close and complex relationship with 
‘propagandist literature’ created to shape and disseminate its revolution in the public 
consciousness. 
 
Challenging prevailing discourse on avant-gardism as a twentieth century phenomenon, 
this study identifies its characteristics in movements dating back to the turn of the nineteenth 
century, taking its lead from recent re-evaluations of Pre-Raphaelitism and Nazarenism as 
indicative of avant-gardism. Additionally, while collectivism and propagandist literature have 
often been considered characteristics of the avant-garde art movement, this study explores their 
relationship in a historical continuum across various movements, in a manner that has not yet 
been attempted. 
 
Identifying the collectivist avant-garde movement as a group of artists unified in a formal 
or informal organisation, by a common desire to revitalise art and society through a subversive 
aesthetic programme, five chronological iterations are discussed between the turn of the 
nineteenth century and the First World War. These movements are Les Barbus, the 
Lukasbund, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the Italian Futurists and the Vorticists. In each, 
first-hand materials (including memoirs, diaries and correspondence) are combined with 
theoretical and historical studies to explore these movements in a continuum. The study aims 
to make a valuable contribution to our historical and theoretical understanding of the avant-
garde in the European visual arts, its tendency towards collective organisations, and its use of 
literature to advance its revolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 
	
   
Since the foundational theoretical studies of Renato Poggioli and Peter Bürger, avant-gardism 
in the European visual arts has been a subject of constant interest for art historians. 1 This 
discourse has suffered, however, from insufficient historical analysis, and a casual delimitation 
to the twentieth century. In light of recent re-evaluations of the Pre-Raphaelites and the 
Nazarenes as nineteenth-century forbearers, a historical investigation of the avant-garde seems 
more necessary than ever, as does an overdue exploration of two of its defining characteristics: 
its tendency towards collectivism, and its use of propagandist literature. 
 
This study will argue that the model of the collectivist European avant-garde art 
movement can in fact be traced to the turn of the nineteenth century, charting it as a 
historically-recurring impulse in which the movement adopts an increasingly close, complex 
relationship with propagandist literature. As an ancillary aspect, I will be subjecting evaluations 
of the movements in this study to theoretical re-evaluation, drawing on recent developments in 
criticism that have not yet been employed in a historical study of this scope. My study will take 
the form of four chapters focusing on specific, chronological movements (Les Barbus and the 
Lukasbund, the Pre-Raphaelites, the Italian Futurists and the Vorticists), concluding with the 
First World War. 
 
The collectivist avant-garde art movement will be defined as a group of artists unified in 
a formal or informal organisation, by a common desire to revitalise art and society through a 
subversive aesthetic programme. This is drawn from Bürger’s authoritative characterisation of 
avant-gardism’s chief principles as ‘the attack on the institution of art and the revolutionizing of 
life as a whole’ (as he would summarise it later). 2 This traditional understanding of the avant-
garde as simultaneously a cultural and socio-political force can be traced to its 1825 coinage by 
Henri de Saint-Simon, who first used the military term ‘avant-garde’ (vanguard) to envisage 
																																																						
1 Peter Bürger, Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. by Michael Shaw (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1984); Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. by Gerald 
Fitzgerald (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1968). 
2 Peter Bürger, ‘Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde: An Attempt to Answer Certain Critics of 
“Theory of the Avant-Garde”’, New Literary History, 41:4 (Autumn 2010), 695-715 (p.696). 
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artists as leaders in a new, utopian state. 3 ‘Propagandist literature’ will be used to describe 
public writings which are created with the specific intention of shaping, promoting and 
disseminating the avant-garde art movement and its agenda. 
 
 This study may be seen in terms of three intertwined branches: a historical exploration 
of avant-gardism in the European visual arts, a study of collectivism in avant-garde art 
movements, and an investigation of these movements’ relationship with propagandist literature. 
I will begin by briefly outlining the existing research in each of these fields, and what new 
knowledge my study contributes. 
 
Poggioli’s landmark study Theory of the Avant-Garde has long been considered 
‘historically insufficient’ by many. 4 While Poggioli indicates that avant-gardism can be traced 
back to Romanticism, this notion is not pursued with committed, focused study, and is 
ultimately discarded in favour of the ‘undoubted fact’ that the term and concept of avant-
gardism reaches ‘no further back in time than the last quarter of the past century’. 5 While 
Bürger’s subsequent Theory of the Avant-Garde is often considered to be more ‘historically 
concrete’, he only goes back as far as the ‘historical avant-garde movements’ (as he coins them) 
of the early twentieth century, contributing to this period’s common acceptance in subsequent 
studies as avant-gardism’s earliest appearance. 6 Bürger later claimed he was criticized by some 
for having ‘not written a history of the avant-garde’, and does not deny this charge as much as 
claim a more ‘theoretical’ approach.7 While Benjamin Buchloch was one of the prominent 
figures to make this criticism, his issue is not Bürger’s failure to go back far enough in time, but 
his insufficient treatment of the post-1945 ‘neo avant-garde’. 8 Accordingly, studies expanding 
on Bürger’s historical analysis of avant-gardism have generally sought to look beyond Europe 
and after the ‘historical avant-gardes’, rather than back in time beyond the turn of the twentieth 
																																																						
3 Donald D. Egbert, ‘The Idea of “Avant-garde” in Art and Politics’, in The American 
Historical Review, 73:2 (December 1967), 339-366 (pp.340, 342-343). 
4 Benjamin Buchloch, ‘Theorizing the Avant-Garde’ in Art in America, 72:10 (November 
1984), 19-20. 
5 Poggioli, p.13.  
6 Jochen Schulte-Sasse, ‘Foreword: Theory of Modernism versus Theory of the Avant-Garde’ 
in Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. by Michael Shaw (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1984), pp.vii-xlvii (p.x); Bürger, Theory of the Avant-Garde, pp.17, 109 N5.  
7 Bürger, ‘Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde’, p.703. 
8 Buchloch, ‘Theorizing the Avant-Garde’, p.19. 
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century. 9 As it stands, there appears to be no historical study tracing avant-gardism to a century 
earlier, as Poggioli tentatively indicated might have been done in 1962. The necessity for my 
investigation is furthered by its focus on movements that, to varying degrees, have been 
obscured in discourse about avant-gardism. Les Barbus have been virtually forgotten in art-
history, and my opening chapter includes (I believe) the most focused existing comparison of 
them with the Lukasbund. The Lukasbund have themselves been overlooked; in 2003, Lionel 
S. Gossman remarked that even among art-historians, ‘only a few have much familiarity with 
their work’. 10 However, a revival of interest in the Lukasbund as a newly-reappraised avant-
garde movement has been confirmed by Cordula Grewe’s 2015 The Nazarenes: Romantic 
Avant-Garde and the Art of Concept. 11 While the Pre-Raphaelites are (by contrast) well-known, 
in avant-garde discourse they may be considered – as Wendy Graham argued last year – a 
‘neglected chapter’. 12 The past two decades, however, have seen reassessments of the Pre-
Raphaelites as avant-garde slowly begin to gain traction. While Futurism and Vorticism have 
been widely downplayed in art-historical discourse due to their unsavoury association with far-
right politics, a revival of interest in them and the work of art-historians like Mark Antliff is 
beginning to undo this. 13 In short, while my study’s historical exploration of avant-gardism 
directly subverts existing studies and traditional discussions, recent re-evaluations of individual 
movements indicate that such a study would be of tremendous value. 
 
 Since Poggioli asserted that ‘the avant-garde is a group manifestation’, in which 
‘instinctive forces’ crystallise into uniform programs, the ‘coterie’ has been commonly accepted 
																																																						
9 For a few examples, see Impossible Histories: Historical Avant-gardes, Neo-avant-gardes, and 
Post-avant-gardes in Yugoslavia, 1918-1919, ed. by Dubravka Djurić and Miško Šuvakovic 
(Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2003); Laura Winkiel, ‘Postcolonial 
Avant-Gardes and the World System of Modernity/Coloniality’ in Decentring the Avant-
Garde, ed. by Per Bäckström and Benedikt Hjartarson (New York, NY: Rodopi, 2014), pp.97-
114; Fernando J. Rosenberg, The Avant-Garde and Geopolitics in Latin America (Pittsburgh, 
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2006).  
10 Lionel S. Gossman, ‘Unwilling Moderns: The Nazarene Painters of the Nineteenth Century’, 
Nineteenth Century Art Worldwide, 2:3 (Autumn, 2003) <http://www.19thc-
artworldwide.org/autumn03/273-unwilling-moderns-the-nazarene-painters-of-the-nineteenth-
century> [accessed 14 December 2018] (para. 1). 
11 Cordula Grewe, The Nazarenes: Romantic Avant-Garde and the Art of Concept (University 
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2015). 
12 Wendy Graham, Critics, Coteries and Pre-Raphaelite Celebrity (New York, NY: Columbia 
University Press, 2017), p.xi. 
13 Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007). 
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as the avant-garde art movement’s natural form. 14 Along with the rest of avant-gardism, 
however, this is treated as a product of the twentieth century. Gregory Shollette and Blake 
Stimson’s 2007 collection Collectivism After Modernism does not consider that this 
phenomenon began any earlier. 15 Shollette’s studies on the ‘dark matter’ (as he has coined it) of 
under-the-radar artwork production and self-published literature in artistic coteries would, no 
doubt, find historical parallels in the nineteenth century movements in my study; however his 
focus is again restricted to the late twentieth century. 16 Even the collectivism of the so-called 
‘historical avant-gardes’ has scarcely been investigated beyond individual studies. There is in 
fact no study, across the time period I am concerned with, devoting sustained exploration to 
the recurring phenomenon of collectivism in the avant-garde. My exploration will combine 
first-hand materials (including correspondence, diary entries and memoirs) with studies 
concerned with their socio-historic context, enabling me to draw patterns between these 
iterations. In this, I hope that my study will make a valuable contribution to explaining how and 
why this model recurs in the way it does. 
 
While Poggioli influentially asserted that the avant-garde has a ‘tendency toward self-
advertisement, propaganda and proselytising’, this has once again been studied across various 
movements no further back than the late nineteenth century, typified by Luca Somigli’s 
Legitimising the Artist: Manifesto Writing and European Modernism 1885-1915. 17 Even within 
this period, Janet Lyon’s 1999 study notes that avant-garde studies have failed to provide ‘any 
sustained theoretical account of the manifestoes, revolutionary discourses and public polemics’ 
of modernity; her own study, however, fails to focus on the artistic avant-garde, or note this 
literature’s crucial interrelation with collectivism.18 Some studies note the importance of late 
nineteenth century ‘little magazines’ as precedents to the artists’ manifestos, including David 
Cottington’s 2013 The Avant-Garde: A Very Brief Introduction.19 However, neither he nor 
																																																						
14 Poggioli, pp.17, 4. 
15 Collectivism After Modernism: The Art of Social Imagination after 1945, ed. by Blake 
Stimson and Gregory Sholette (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2007). 
16 Gregory Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture (London: 
Pluto Press, 2011). 
17 Poggioli, p.34; Luca Somigli, Legitimising the Artist: Manifesto Writing and European 
Modernism 1885-1915 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), pp.3-4. 
18 Janet Lyon, Manifestoes: Provocations of the Modern (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1999), p.1.  
19 David Cottington, The Avant-Garde: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), pp.15-16.	
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many others have considered the importance that the Pre-Raphaelites’ ‘little magazine’ The 
Germ might hold in such a lineage. My study will identify an increasingly complex relationship 
between the collectivist avant-garde art movement and propagandist literature. I will begin by 
establishing the extent to which writers affiliated with these early movements acted as their 
propagandists. In the Pre-Raphaelites’ The Germ, the Italian Futurists’ manifestoes, and the 
Vorticists’ Blast, I will chart how propagandist literature assumed an increasingly central role to 
their revolutions. This will include detailed historical and theoretical analysis of these writings, 
the contexts in which they were produced, and their relationships with the other branches of 
my study. In these respects, I believe my study will make a valuable contribution to the 
understanding of avant-gardism in the European visual arts.  
 
Chapter One will establish Les Barbus (c.1797-1803) and the Lukasbund (1809-c.1820) 
as the first significant iterations of the European collectivist avant-garde art movement, forming 
independently of each other through uncannily similar aesthetic rebellions. Exploring the 
movements together, I will analyse the manner in which writers affiliated with their revolutions 
sought to shape them in the public consciousness using advocative literature. 
 
In Chapter Two, focusing on the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood’s first iteration (1848-
1853), I will discuss how their different (but related) approach to collectivism engaged with a 
developing journalistic culture to shape them in the public imagination. I will then explore their 
relationship with the advocative writings of John Ruskin, and their production of their own 
propagandist literature in The Germ as an evolutionary step in the movement’s ability to shape 
its identity. 
 
Chapter Three will discuss the first wave of Italian Futurist artists (1910-c.1916). 
Beginning by exploring their position in avant-garde discourse, and comparing them to the 
previous movements in this study, I will discuss the performative nature of their collectivism, 
and its place in a wider programme of public galvanisation. I will then discuss their use of the 
newly-innovated artist’s manifesto, producing a body of propagandist literature which exceeded 
the capabilities of the affiliated writer to shape their identity, as the next natural step from what 
The Pre-Raphaelites achieved in The Germ.  
 
	 10	
My final chapter will deal with the Vorticists (1914-c.1916), whose creation of Blast 
(recalling both The Germ and the Futurists’ manifestos) sees propagandist literature take a truly 
central role in shaping the movement. In another evolutionary step, their collectivism will be 
considered as a means of locating themselves amongst other contemporary avant-garde 
movements, as a reaction to the rise of Italian Futurism. Finally, I will discuss the influence of 
the First World War in temporarily smothering avant-gardism in Europe.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
LES BARBUS AND THE LUKASBUND 
 
The birth of the collectivist avant-garde art movement, and the early  
influence of propagandist writing. 
 
Introduction 
 
At the turn of the nineteenth century, The Vienna Academy and Jacques Louis David’s studio 
experienced uncannily similar rebellions. In both, several students formed collectives based 
upon a rejection of academic artistic mores, and the revitalisation of art and society through a 
use of forms preceding their perceived decline. For the first time (and almost simultaneously, 
in two different countries), artists collectivised to pursue radical aesthetic programmes, as a 
critique of their time and an effort to enact change. In this, they established the model for the 
collectivist avant-garde movement in the European visual arts. 
  
The first of these groups was Les Barbus, comprising several artists studying under 
David in the late 1790s. Influenced by the growing instability of the French artistic identity, the 
rising notion of ‘primitivism’ and disillusionment with their teacher, they conceived an artistic 
revolution based on renewing the ideals and aesthetics of antiquity, reflected in their adoption 
of ancient Greek dress. Around 1800 their base became an abandoned convent, in which they 
worked and shared ideas as a collective until their dissolution in 1803. The Lukasbund (The 
Brotherhood of St. Luke) formed in 1809 from six students at The Vienna Academy, with no 
evident knowledge of Les Barbus. They committed themselves to the three-fold revival of art, 
public life and religion through a return to aesthetics from the German middle-ages; after 
leaving Vienna in 1810 to take up residence in an abandoned Roman monastery (adopting 
medieval dress and hairstyles), they spent the decade pursuing their revolution. The 1820s saw 
them gradually dissolve, survived by the wider Nazarene movement which had grown around 
them. 
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The ideologies and public identity of each movement was principally established 
through the writings of men-of-letters affiliated with them. Les Barbus’ identity (as a fully-
realised sect at the convent) is presented posthumously by their peripheral member Charles 
Nodier, in dramatic essays designed to capture the public’s imagination. For the Lukasbund, 
this took place primarily through an extended review by their influence Friedrich Schlegel, 
giving advocative shape to this group’s ideologies and heralding them as the saviours of 
German art.  
 
Despite their remarkable similarities, it appears that there has never been a focused 
effort to explore these groups together, certainly as indicative of an avant-garde impulse. This 
can perhaps be explained by their relative obscurity, and the manner in which their 
preoccupations with the past unsettle notions of avant-gardism. However, I believe analysing 
them together will help qualify this as the birth of the collectivist European avant-garde art 
movement, enabling a more nuanced understanding of avant-gardism itself, and the role played 
in its history by propagandist writing. 
 
Les Barbus: The Conditions Are Established 
 
Les Barbus’ apparently unprecedented nature as a collectivist, anti-academic art movement 
may be attributed to dramatic social and cultural shifts, including the increasing difficulties 
faced by French artists. The phrase ‘gueux comme un peintre’ (as poor as a painter) seems to 
have been an idiom since the early eighteenth century (appearing in the official dictionary entry 
for ‘Painter’ in 1735) and still would be in 1848 when Amans-Alexis Monteil declared that ‘our 
poverty, our misery… have become a proverb’.20 However, the sudden saturation of the 
profession by the early 1790s (when Claude-Henri Watelet and Pierre-Charles Levesque 
lament the new ‘mob which rushes into our schools of drawing’) is suggested by Levitine to 
have intensified its popular vilification, noting the proliferation of vaudevilles and plays 
depicting destitute artists, such as Louis Carrogis Carmontelle’s Le Peintre et le Mendiant.21 
																																																						
20 Pierre Richelet, Dictionnaire de la Langue Francois, Ancienne et Moderne, de Pierre 
Richelet, ed. by Jean Brandmüller, trans. by myself, 3 vols (Basel: Jean Brandmuller, 1735), 
III, p.73; Amans-Alexis Monteil, Histoire des Français Des Divers États ou Histoire de France, 
ed. by Victor Lecou, trans. by myself, 5 vols (Paris: Victor Lecou, 1848), II, p.322. 
21 Claude-Henri Watelet and Pierre-Charles Levesque, Dictionnaire des arts de Peinture, 
Sculpture et Gravure, trans. by myself, 5 vols (Paris: L. F. Prault, 1792), II, p.127; George 
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Additionally, the artist’s relationship with the men-of-letters dominating art-criticism was 
increasingly venomous. This had been catalysed by La Font de Saint-Yenne’s Reflexions 
(1746), the caustic tone and wide circulation of which precipitated hostility from artists, but 
widespread imitation from critics (Fig.1). While artists reacted by refusing to hold a Salon in 
1749, the conflict only intensified. 22 On 15 March 1777, the monarchy attempted to end this 
feud with an official proclamation declaring artists and critics on the same social level, equating 
painting and sculpture with ‘letters, the sciences and other liberal arts’. 23 While the Comte 
d’Angiviller wrote to the Royal Academy’s Director on 19 September 1777 to declare this 
would produce a ‘revolution favourable to the Arts’, this had still not happened when, almost 
exactly ten years later (29 September 1787), the Royal Academy’s secretary read a new 
document on the ‘abuse of unjust criticism’ deemed so urgent that copies were ordered for the 
entire Academy.24 This conflict is typified by an anonymous review of Louis Lagrenée’s 1781 
L'Amour des Arts console la Peinture des écrits ridicules et envenimés de ses ennemis: an 
allegory for the artist’s struggle against vitriolic criticism (Fig.2). While the reviewer defends 
criticism’s constructive role (claiming an artist ‘must correct oneself and do better’), his next 
sentences reveal his disingenuousness, cruelly describing the next painting as ‘a mediocre 
composition of a dry, cold brush’ before immediately moving on.25 The profession itself was 
also becoming unstable; having had their guilds abolished in 1776, the post-Revolutionary 
period saw artists thrown into a new and uncertain free-market.26 Amidst these difficulties, it is 
perhaps inevitable that artists should seek support within collectives. 
																																																						
Levitine, The Dawn of Bohemianism: The Barbu Rebellion and Primitivism in Neoclassical 
France (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1978), p.22. 
22 Thomas E. Crowe, Painters and Public Life in Eighteenth-Century Paris (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 2000), pp.7-8. 
23 Louis XVI, Declaration du Roi en faveur de l’Academie Royale de Peinture & de Sculpture, 
trans. by myself (Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1777), pp.2-3. 
24 Charles-Claude Flahaut de la Billaderie, ‘Lettre de Monsieur le Comte d’Angiviller, écrite à 
M. Pierre, Directeur de l’Academie, le 19th Septembre 1777’ in Procès-Verbaux de l’Academie 
Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture (1648-1793), ed. by Anatole de Montaiglon, trans. by 
myself, 10 vols (Paris: Charavay Frères, 1875-1892), VIII (1888), pp.281-283 (p.283); Anatole 
de Montaiglon, Procès-Verbaux de l’Academie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture (1648-
1793), trans. by myself, 10 vols (Paris: Charavay Frères, 1875-1892), IX (1889), p.339. 
25 Anonymous, ‘Premiere Lettre: Sur les peintures, Sculptures & des gravures exposées au 
Sallon du Louvre le 25 août 1781’ in Mémoires secrets pour server a l’histoire de la république 
des lettres en France, Depuis MXCCLXII jusqu’a nos jours, ed. by Louis Petit de 
Bachaumont, trans. by myself, 19 (London: John Adamson, 1783), 337-362 (pp.360-361). 
26 Gen Doy, ‘Women and the bourgeois Revolution of 1789: artists, mothers and makers of 
(art) history’ in Femininity and Masculinity in Eighteenth-century Art and Culture (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1994), pp.184-203 (p.186). 
14	
Les Barbus’ radical aesthetic program, meanwhile, may be attributed principally to the 
contemporary rise of ‘primitivism’. As Robert Rosenblum suggests, the subject of ancient 
civilisations preoccupied scientists and artists across late-eighteenth century Europe, who sought 
to envisage society prior to the ‘corruption – whether political, moral or aesthetic – of the 
contemporary world’.27 This took various forms, from the philosophical studies of Germany’s 
Johann Gottfried von Herder to the linguistic studies of England’s James Burnet Monboddo.28 
Levitine asserts how reproductions of early Greek and Roman artwork proliferated, the chief 
characteristic of which was considered ‘the concept of a simple, linear outline’.29 One of the 
most important studies in France was Pierre-Francois-Hughes d’Hancarville’s Collection of 
Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities (1766-1776). Far from a simple set of antique art 
reproductions, the first volume’s preface (included in English and French) presents the text as a 
source for contemporary artists to study from, aiming ‘to hasten the progress of the Arts, by 
disclosing their true and first principles’.30 Elaborating on this, he suggests the artist’s potential is 
squandered by academic practices of ‘working merely by example’, through which ‘the maxims 
of their Masters become shackles’.31 This indicates how a renewed European understanding of 
the ancient world was encouraging new assessments of academic mores as harmful to the 
fidelity and quality of painting. 
Les Barbus 
It was against this backdrop that Les Barbus formed in David’s studio. Our two primary 
biographical sources are the sect’s affiliates Etienne-Jean Delécluze and Charles Nodier, both 
of whom would only publish writings on Les Barbus after the sect’s dissolution. While there 
are no membership records beyond the figures mentioned by Delécluze and Nodier, both 
27 Robert Rosenblum, Transformations in Late Eighteenth Century Art (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1967), p.140. 
28 Johann Gottfried von Herder, Ideen zur Geschichte der Menscheit, 4 vols (Riga und Leipzig: 
Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, 1785-1792); James Burnet Monboddo, Of the Origin and 
Progress of Language, 6 vols (London: T. Cadell, 1773-1792). 
29 Levitine, Dawn, p.90 
30 Pierre-Francois-Hughes d’Hancarville, Collection of Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities 
from the cabinet of the Honourable William Hamilton, trans. by myself, 4 vols (Naples, 1766-
67), I (1766), p.vi. 
31 Hancarville, Collection of Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities, p.xiv. 
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writers identify the group’s clear ideological leader as Pierre Maurice Quays, an eccentric figure 
endowed with almost supernatural charisma and influence over his peers. 
 
Citing Quays’ ascendency as starting in 1797, Delécluze describes him becoming the 
‘complete master of the spirit’ of several fellow students.32 He began disseminating primitivism-
based doctrines, telling his followers to ‘observe the antique and to work only from nature’.33 
This often amounted to disobedience of David, with Quays instructing his peers to stop 
drawing a model if they did not find it beautiful.34 Tensions came to a head in David’s 
presentation of The Intervention of the Sabine Women to his students as a work-in-progress 
(at an unspecified date prior to its 1799 completion), which Quays and his followers viewed as 
insufficiently primitive (Fig.3).35 Increasingly consumed by these ideals, the sect began to 
publicly demonstrate their reverence for the art of antiquity by dressing as ancient Greeks.36 By 
1800, they were discretely excused from David’s studio, and Les Barbus’ meeting-place 
became a deserted convent at Chaillot.37 Delécluze remained in David’s studio, so Nodier, who 
spent two extended periods with the group from 1800-1802, takes over as our main source for 
first-hand accounts.38 In this period, the sect pursued bold new artistic directions and developed 
into an ideologically independent community. However, they gradually became more 
withdrawn, and ultimately gave up painting. After Quays died of consumption in 1803, the 
group dissolved, ‘cut their beards, … put on the vile frock again’, and their careers variously 
declined into mediocrity.39 
 
Les Barbus’ Avant-Gardism and Collectivism 
 
Les Barbus believed art must return to the aesthetic standards of antiquity, prior to its 
corruption through academic practices. Their programme for art’s renewal was therefore 
																																																						
32 Etienne Jean Delécluze, Louis David: Son École et Son Temps, ed. by Etienne Jean 
Delécluze, trans. by myself (Paris: Didier, 1855), pp.73, 71. 
33 Etienne Jean Delécluze, ‘Les Barbus d’a present et les Barbus de 1800’ in Louis David, ed. 
by Delécluze, trans. by myself, pp.420-438 (p.425). 
34 Delécluze, Louis David, p.72. 
35 Delécluze, Louis David, p.71-72. 
36 Delécluze, Louis David, p.90-91. 
37 Delécluze, ‘Les Barbus’, p.422. 
38 Levitine, Dawn, pp.69-70. 
39 Levitine, Dawn, p.84; Delécluze, ‘Les Barbus’, p.430; Delécluze, Louis David, p.85. 
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connected to subverting prevailing standards, in a manner definitive of every avant-garde 
movement in this study. 
 
Delécluze claims that Les Barbus believed there was ‘a revolution which had to be 
achieved in art’, which the ‘small scope’ of David’s ideas prevented him from leading.40 They 
believed all art going to Phidias (which Friedrich Schlegel also notes as the beginning of 
sculpture’s decline) was ‘false, theatrical, frightful’, and art’s improvement was prevented by the 
academies’ reliance on these ‘models of bad taste’.41 Quays urged that these ‘false-masterpieces’ 
be ‘burned and destroyed’ in a manner eerily foreshadowing the first Italian Futurist manifesto 
(‘We wish to destroy museums, libraries, academies of any sort’).42 The role of primitivism in 
this is suggested by Delécluze to have been inspired largely by Quays’ fascination with the 
Bible, Homer and Ossian, telling his followers that ‘it is in the scenes and the paintings of the 
primitive people’ in these texts ‘that we shall find something to regenerate our soul… and give a 
noble use to our talents’.43  
 
The influence of these ideas on their work is striking. In 1800, Paul Duqueylar – on 
whom Quays’ promotion of Ossian allegedly left ‘a permanent mark’ – would become the first 
artist to exhibit a painting of an Ossian scene in the Paris Salon.44 Ossian Reciting his Songs 
demonstrates elements of primitivism in its almost claustrophobically shallow composition, the 
strong linearity of details such as Ossian’s legs and the tendency towards static profiles in the 
figures (recalling the figures of Hancarville’s renderings) (Fig.4). It generally eschews movement 
or Raphaelesque torsion; only the soldier on the left is presented at a three-quarter angle, and is 
still treated with a flatness emphasised by the strong, dark profile of his helmet. Other details, 
whilst not necessarily ‘primitive’, indicate a deliberate subversion of academic naturalism; these 
include the jarring colour scheme, the awkward positioning of the dog on the left, and the 
unnatural scaling of figures (seen in the collapsed woman’s smallness relative to the central 
																																																						
40 Delécluze, Louis David, p.89. 
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figure). This painting was met with hostility on these grounds from critics including Charles-
Paul Landon, claiming that in ‘seeking naive and virginal simplicity’ Duqueylar only finds 
‘sterility’. Landon’s harshness is marked by a sneering awareness of Duqueylar’s primitivistic 
ambitions, suggesting he try ‘monochromatic paintings’ (rather than attempt colour again).45 
Duqueylar’s fellow rebel Jean Broc also exhibited in this Salon with his School of Appelles 
(Fig.5). In clearly borrowing compositionally from Raphael’s canonical School of Athens, its 
subversion of accepted techniques is emphasised (Fig.6). Mimicking Raphael’s background, it 
forsakes his naturalistic presentation of enormous depth for a compressed, bas-relief treatment 
of space; the delicately-treated, natural postures of Raphael’s figures are exchanged for bodies 
that are highly mannered and pressed into flatness by sharp outlines (particularly the two left-of-
centre figures with their arms outstretched). While Duqueylar’s colours are dissonant, Broc’s 
are unconventionally dull; this is likely to emphasise the linear forms aligning this work with the 
ancient ‘monochromatic paintings’ described by Landon (who, predictably, also attacked this 
painting for its ‘monotonous color scheme’).46  
 
While the differences between these paintings indicate Les Barbus did not subscribe to 
a narrow formula, they reveal a common desire to subvert academic standards and revive forms 
from antiquity. This experimental fervour appears to have been lost following their dissolution; 
works such as Joseph-Boniface Franque’s highly Raphaelesque The Eruption of Vesuvius 
(Fig.7) reveal how, without their conurbation of Chaillot or the guidance of Quays, the artists 
declined into the academic conventionality they once resisted. 
 
While Les Barbus may have not formally collectivised, they formed a coterie estranged 
from wider society through their behaviour and meeting-place. This began with them dressing 
in the robes of Grecian antiquity, which Quays believed would give ‘a practical and serious goal 
to art’ by making the bourgeoisie realise ‘the ugliness… of their modern attire’. In this, they 
would ‘enclose… truths in the envelope of beauty, so that they may be accepted with pleasure’.47 
This expression of their artistic program demonstrates their desire to revitalise both art and 
society. The reaction was overwhelmingly negative, with the Chronique scandaleuse de l’an 
1800 describing Perie’s walks through the streets (‘with a beard and a big cloak’) as 
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accompanied by public displays of abuse or humiliation: ‘the fishwives… do not spare him 
nonsense, the little boys run after him, the dogs bark at him’. The writer turns condescendingly 
to the ‘new sect of the illuminati of painting’ Perie represents, and claims they lock themselves 
in a ‘dark place’, presumably meaning the convent.48 Levitine suggests their withdrawal there 
was likely influenced by the recent French translation of Willhelme Heinse’s Ardinghello und 
die glückseligen Inseln, in which a group of artists form a new, classicised society on deserted 
islands.49 If we do consider Les Barbus as having simulated a new society, this strikingly 
foreshadows Saint-Simon’s vision 25 years later when he coined the term ‘avant-garde’. In any 
case, Les Barbus’ aesthetic ideals and approach to collectivism may be seen as conforming with 
common notions of avant-gardism. 
 
Charles Nodier’s Propagandistic Influence 
 
As a comparison with Delécluze’s accounts illuminates, Nodier’s writings on Les Barbus may 
be considered a deliberate effort to shape this movement positively in the public consciousness. 
 
Delécluze’s first account of Les Barbus is a detailed 1832 article in Le Livre de Cent-et-
un: ‘Les Barbus d’a Présent et les Barbus de 1800’. He recalls being mesmerised by Quays, 
viewing him as one of those who, ‘like Jesus Christ, were born to do great things and be 
mocked by men’.50 However, having grown older and seen more art, he now believes Quays 
wasted his potential in abandoning David and becoming a ‘cult-leader’. He claims that as his 
‘ideas… became entangled’, this led him to ‘a state of ecstasy and permanent enthusiasm, which 
held, I think, madness’.51 This is a crucial distinction between his and Nodier’s accounts of 
Quays: where Nodier presents eccentricity, Delécluze presents borderline insanity, especially 
regarding his literary obsessions. Delécluze recalls Quays visiting him one summer evening in 
1799, carrying a copy of Ecclesiastes: after reading it to Delécluze almost in its entirety, Quays 
has Delécluze read him Homer in Greek (despite apparently not understanding the language). 
After Delécluze criticises Ossian’s Fingal, Quays bursts out in a violent speech declaring that 
Ossian’s writing is superior to Homer’s and the Bible because it ‘is more primitive!’. Quays 
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then sits before a stunned Delécluze, debating with himself: ‘"Homer? Ossian?’… ‘the sun? the 
moon? … I think I prefer the moon. It's simpler, larger; it's more primitive’.52 Delécluze’s other 
accounts of Les Barbus, contained in his 1855 biography of David, suggest Quays’ bizarre 
outbursts were commonplace, but were crucial to his influence over his followers. He recalls a 
blaspheming student prompting Quays to explode in a fit of rage defending the Bible; alarming 
and strange as this is, it prompts cheers of ‘Long live Maurice’, with awe-struck students asking 
to shake his hand.53 Across Delécluze’s writings, Quays’ influence over his fellow rebels is 
presented as deeply unsettling. 
 
 Delécluze’s wider presentation of Les Barbus is no more advocative. He undermines 
their adoption of Grecian clothing by claiming only five or six followers joined Quays, and 
some wore false beards.54 He further undermines the significance of this act by suggesting it was 
commonplace at this time of appreciation for ‘the ancient arts’, in which women wore Grecian 
clothing and people held chariot races.55 This seems to unfairly diminish the significance of Les 
Barbus’ transgression, in light of the strong reactions to their clothing presented in Chronique 
scandaleuse, and Delécluze’s own off-hand remark about his neighbours’ ‘astonishment’ at 
seeing the robed figure of Quays at his door.56 Delécluze saw Quays and Les Barbus as a 
striking but ultimately inconsequential ‘summary’ of a moment that ended with the Directory, 
of which nothing substantial remains ‘that proves that I do not tell a story here made for 
pleasure!’.57 He strengthens this with a few back-handed examples of their short-term influence. 
While he acknowledges Quays’ influence on Duqueylar’s Ossian painting, he dismisses it as 
‘strange’ and ‘wild’, ignoring its significance as the Salon’s first Ossian painting.58 While he cites 
Quays’ influence on Paillot Montabarte’s later treatises on painting, he claims Quays could not 
have written them himself due to his irrational mind.59 Describing a subsequent copycat sect, 
Delécluze portrays Les Barbus’ appeal as superficial and immature. Monrose, a former dancer 
and fellow student of David, is suggested to have formed a short-lived group based on Les 
Barbus primarily so he could wear their attention-grabbing clothes; they were arrested and 
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forced to shave after starting a fire in the woods.60 Ultimately, Delécluze’s writings present Les 
Barbus as an unimportant curiosity. 
 
 Conversely, Nodier’s writings seem designed to promote the group and their ideas. 
Nodier was present at Les Barbus’ heyday at Chaillot, unlike Delécluze, whose scant 
knowledge of this period is demonstrated by his erroneous listing of Quays’ death as 1804; 
Nodier exploits his unique authority over this central part of the story.61 In 1832, he wrote the 
article ‘Les Barbus’ for the popular newspaper Le Temps. Clearly intended for the mass 
public, this was a reaction to Delécluze’s account earlier that year, which he considered 
distorted by middle-aged cynicism; Nodier’s article aims to portray the sect as he experienced it 
then, with ‘the glasses through which we see life at twenty’, considering nostalgia and the 
manner in which a child ‘takes all his illusions for realities’ as its own sort of truth.62 The prose 
style is lush, tragic and powerfully emotive, presenting the sect as an ‘almost fantastical 
civilization in which the customs of the golden age, enriched by all the perceptions of genius, 
shone with an inexpressible mixture of innocence and grandeur’.63 While he suggests his 
memory has begun to fail him (‘the colours of that time… die on the canvas’), his account of 
them 28 years earlier is uncannily similar in its style and content.64 This 1804 essay, ‘Deux 
beaux types de la plus parfait organisation humaine’, features one sentence in which Quays is 
compared to Antonius, Hercules, Moses, Homer and Pythagoras; elsewhere, he claims hearing 
Quays’ ‘melodious language’ reminded him of how Christ ‘loved to surround himself with the 
unfortunates of the earth’.65 He writes no less glowingly of the other member who died that 
year, Lucile Franque, claiming she would have been the Michelangelo of poetry or the Ossian 
of painting.66 Even the gradual decline of the group’s activity is wrought into its own kind of 
dazzling tragedy – the madness and idleness that Delécluze describes is here presented as the 
natural, sublime conclusion of the sect’s ideals:  
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Nature itself at last shrank before their thought, because the sphere of their ideas had 
been enlarged. They conceived that there was something wonderful and 
incomprehensible behind Isis' last veil, and they withdrew from the world, for they 
became mad... they no longer produced.67 
 His reference in Les Barbus to his 1804 essay, ‘I then described Maurice as the most 
beautiful type of human organization’, indicates he revisited it before writing about the sect 
again.68 In the commonalities between the texts, we can observe a deliberate attempt to build a 
cohesive mythology around the group. In both, Nodier’s prose presents them in terms of the 
Biblical and classical writings that inspired their aesthetic revolution: he describes Quays as 
marked out by the ‘Divinity’ in both texts, and references characters ranging from Hercules to 
Isis.69 Both texts also end with dramatic declarations of honesty, claiming ‘Do not accuse me of 
abusing you by some happy lie’ in 1804 and ‘Would you finally believe what I have to say?’ in 
1832.70 He also seals up this moment with its leader, omitting mention of the surviving 
members in 1804 and claiming in Les Barbus that ‘the society of meditators went unknown in 
the tomb of Maurice’; if he didn’t foresee it in 1804, he would certainly have known by 1832 
that the surviving members’ careers declined, and he spares his myth this bathetic ending.71 He 
frames Quays as a tragic literary hero, citing his handsomeness, romantically untimely death 
and unrecognised artistic superiority, claiming he was ‘too high to accommodate the thoughts… 
of the vulgar’, and that ‘his last look at the world must have been marked by a bitter derision’.72 
Nodier had actually written a successful tragedy about a painter in the year of Quays’ death: Le 
Peintre de Saltzbourg (1803). Levitine cites the protagonist Charles Munster as the ‘first 
appearance in France of a fictitious contemporary artist cast as a full-fledged pre-Romantic 
hero’: a turning-point for the artist’s position in literature.73  
 
 This may indicate why Nodier decided to write about Les Barbus in this way; as 
Levitine suggests, the artist had never been successful in ‘launching a myth’ which could 
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compete with literary caricatures and stereotypes. He notes the example of a former favourite 
pupil of David, Jean-German Drouais (1763-88), whose career ‘seems to offer all the necessary 
ingredients for the creation of a myth’.74 The handsome and talented artist died at 24, after 
which David erected an altar to him in his house, and a competition was held to build a 
monument in his honour. None of this, Levitine argues, managed to ‘capture the public’s 
imagination’, and he soon faded from memory.75 What was becoming clear, however, was that 
literature was finding the power to chisel artists into the popular consciousness. In the late-
eighteenth century, the obscure artist Alexis Grimous sprung to fame through a wave of 
theatrical biographies depicting him as a free-spirited, fabulously talented rebel, who dressed 
unusually and rejected academic instruction.76 By the time of Nodier’s engagement with Les 
Barbus, this stood as a recent example of how literature presenting artists as eccentric rebel-
geniuses could capture the public’s attention. 
 
 One may ask why Nodier made no apparent efforts to promote Les Barbus during 
their lifetime. Just a few years earlier (1796), Nodier founded the ‘Philadelphoi’, a literary 
society employing codes of secrecy recalling the Freemasons.77 While it cannot be ascertained 
how far he was responsible for Les Barbus’ secret-society aspects, contemporary letters to his 
fellow member Charles Weiss suggest he felt Les Barbus had ‘more in common with us than 
all other known societies’.78 These letters give more detail on the practices and behaviour of the 
group than his public writings. He describes group readings of Bible passages, smoking oriental 
tobacco in bamboo pipes, and sitting on the grass in white tunics as they look at Paris and 
weep.79 While his accounts to Weiss are no less glowing than his public writings, he urges the 
secrecy of the group to his friend, initially refusing to tell Weiss their names and saying the only 
witnesses to their discussions must be ‘the fir trees, the rocks and the desert’.80 Nodier appears 
to have wished to keep the group obscured from Parisian society, which he believed turned 
everyone into a ‘scoundrel or a madman’.81 Between 1801 and 1802, the group began to be 
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visited by literary celebrities François-René de Chateaubriand and Pindare Lebrun, influential 
contacts which Levitine suggests could have been exploited to productively establish Les 
Barbus amongst the social elite.82 While the other Barbus appear to have clashed with Lebrun, 
and are described as having whipped his hands with nettles, Nodier was in a singular position: 
as a pre-eminent writer at a time of discord between painters and his fellow men-of-letters, he 
could have acted as a mediator and brought Les Barbus to the public attention.83 However, 
Nodier’s correspondence signals that he viewed Les Barbus’ estrangement from society as 
fundamental to their existence; in order to promote them without compromising them, it 
appears he knew he would have to wait until their dissolution. 
 
 In these ways, Nodier may be seen to enact Quays’ philosophy of enclosing ‘truths’ in 
the ‘envelope of beauty’. As the sole literary authority on their heyday, his romantic 
presentation of Les Barbus demonstrates an effort to shape them potently in the public 
imagination. 
 
The Lukasbund 
 
Six years after Les Barbus’ dissolution, six Vienna Academy students (mostly hailing from 
Germany) established the Lukasbund: a collective bearing uncanny similarities to Les Barbus 
despite lacking any evident knowledge of them. Beginning in the private meetings and artistic 
experiments of Franz Pforr and Johann Friedrich Overbeck, they gradually recruited fellow 
disillusioned students Ludwig Vogel, Johann Konrad Hottinger, Joseph Wintergerst and 
Joseph Sutter, holding fortnightly meetings from 1808.84 The group formed officially on 10 July 
1809, vowing to produce a rebirth of art, religion and society through a renewal of medieval 
forms, but were forced out of the Academy after its temporary closure in 1810.85 On 15 May 
1810, Overbeck, Pforr, Vogel and Hottinger moved to the near-deserted San Isidoro 
monastery in Rome, continuing their work within a monastic existence and frequenting the 
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Café Greco - a meeting-place for German expatriates.86 They began to distinguish themselves by 
wearing cloaks and long hair parted in the middle, earning them the disparaging nickname 
‘Nazareni’.87 Pforr’s death in 1812 opened a second phase in their development, in which the 
group left the monastery and gradually accepted talented new members such as Peter 
Cornelius, Wilhelm Schadow, Phillip Veit, and Ferdinand Olivier.88 They received their first 
public commission in May 1816: a set of frescoes for the Austrian envoy Ludwig Salomon 
Bartholdy.89 In 1819, the Lukasbund (along with other artists identifying as Nazarenes) held an 
exhibition at the Pallazzo Caffarelli in honour of the Austrian Emperor’s visit to Rome.90 Met 
with overwhelming negativity, this prompted the renowned writer Friedrich Schlegel to produce 
a high-profile propagandist essay heralding the group as the saviours of German art. While the 
Lukasbund would gradually disperse from around 1820, Schlegel’s writing at this decisive 
juncture helped secure the ascent of the wider Nazarene movement that had grown around 
them. 
 
The French Connection: Changing Societies and Stagnant Academies   
 
If the Lukasbund knew of an ideologically-similar rebellion in David’s internationally-famous 
studio, one would expect it to feature in their correspondence and private writings. Levitine 
notes that Ludwig Tieck’s brother was a fellow student of Les Barbus, so it is conceivable that 
news of the sect was passed to Tieck, then on to his friend Schlegel, and through him to the 
Lukasbund in a manner that escaped their writings.91 However, the fact Schlegel and his 
stepsons (Phillip and Johannes Veit) would not interact with the Lukasbund until years after 
their formation renders this inconsequential. With no evidence suggesting otherwise, The 
Lukasbund must be considered to have developed entirely independently from Les Barbus. 
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This can be explained through the similar cultural and social shifts they experienced, mediated 
by their shared experience of oppressive academic study. 
 
 While the Lukasbund may have not actually wept for Germany as Les Barbus had for 
Paris, Cordula Grewe suggests they similarly felt they were living in ‘a period of moral and 
social decay’. Willhelm Schadow lamented in 1800 that Berlin had traded religious devotion 
for a ‘hollow conception of life’.92 Europe also now stood in the shadow of Napoleonic terror, 
and signs were always visible to the Lukasbund: it was Napoleon’s 1809 occupation of Vienna 
that prompted their academy’s closure, and his campaigns in Italy that cleared out the San 
Isidoro monastery.93 The unique effect of these social shifts on the religious Lukasbund is 
typified by Schadow’s belief that the French destruction of his homeland was a divine 
punishment from God.94 The religious and (in their focus on German art) nationalistic 
elements of the Lukasbund’s work reflect a desired return to social order. Like Les Barbus, 
their program would draw from earlier forms, influenced by the notions of primitivism that had 
developed across Europe. In Germany however, recent writings idealising past civilisations had 
focused on the middle-ages. The most significant of these was Willhelm Wackenroder’s 1797 
Effusions of an Art-Loving Monk, a series of art-stories from the perspective of a medieval 
monk. Despite the inaccuracies and embellishments noted by Gert Schiff, this text powerfully 
proposes a return to the forms of the medieval masters, and a ‘reestablishment of the union 
between art and religion’.95 As Andrews remarks, it is also an attack on contemporary artistic 
mores, through which art has declined into ‘the handmade of fashion’ for high-society.96 These 
notions would be reinforced by Wackenroder’s posthumously-published Phantasies on Art 
(1799), imagining the lives of early German artists such as Albrecht Dürer, which was itself 
crucially expanded upon in Schlegel’s ‘Description of the Paintings in Paris and the 
Netherlands in the Years’, published in his periodical Europa. This study celebrates the ancient 
masters’ sharp outlines and religious subject-matter, as well as its ‘childlike tenderness and 
simplicity’, which Schlegel considers ‘the original characteristic of the human race’.97 As in 
Effusions, this goes hand-in-hand with a lament of the current state of art, claiming that after 
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painting abandoned its early religious office, it ‘degenerated into uninteresting and 
commonplace generalities’.98 The Lukasbund were undoubtedly aware of these prominent 
writings. The influence on them is clear, not least in their indulgence in Wackenroder’s 
monastic fantasy at San Isidoro, where Pforr and Overbeck also produced drawings inspired by 
Raphael and Dürer’s fictional meeting in Effusions.99 
 
 Their collectivism may also, as in Les Barbus’ case, be attributed to crises in the artistic 
profession. Germany’s state of Kleinstaaterei (a collection of individualised territories) made 
the creation of national stereotypes difficult and spared the late-eighteenth century German 
artist the caricaturising faced by their French contemporaries. This did not mean the artist’s 
position was any less financially difficult; just two years before Overbeck’s birth, his father had 
taken in a desperately impoverished Asmus Jacob Carstens.100 An artist’s principal means of 
steady income in the late eighteenth century was patronage. However, as W.H. Bruford argues, 
this was typically an exploitative relationship; he cites the painter J.C. Mannlich, who was 
trained from childhood to be the chief court painter of his own father’s patron, only to be 
pushed into ill-fitting positions including architecture and event-planning.101 By the start of the 
nineteenth century, this was itself being destabilised by the emerging free-market. Schlegel 
himself predicted in 1800 that these conditions would lead to the return of the medieval artists’ 
guild, in order to give artists a ‘measure of mutual protection’.102 Through collectivising, the 
Lukasbund (like Les Barbus) developed a support-network which was especially required by 
their generation of artists. 
 
 The Lukasbund and Les Barbus were also formed in similarly stagnant academic 
institutions. Quentin Bell suggests France’s Royal Academy (founded in 1848) established the 
model for academies across Europe, with its program of tedious, repetitive drawing from 
models becoming ‘almost the sole occupation’ of eighteenth-century students.103 The ubiquity of 
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this practice was such that the students rarely questioned its value; Paul Duro suggests that there 
have been few times in history when ‘painters have been less lucid about what they were 
doing’.104 From early in its history, the European academy was also directed by a narrow 
canonization of classical art. In 1708, Roger De Piles (the Conseiller Honoraire) suggested that 
‘the antique’ represents not only ‘the measure of beauty’, but an essential truth elevated above 
nature itself. Studying the antique, he suggests, enables students to ‘see Nature as we ought and 
bring her back to those original intentions from which she so often departs’.105 By the end of the 
eighteenth century, these principles dominated academic instruction across Europe, intensified 
by the renewed understanding of antique art. Delécluze’s writings establish how vehemently 
David subscribed to these ‘greek doctrines’ during the time of Les Barbus’ study, recalling an 
occasion when he attacked his own Le Serment des Horaces (1785) in front of the class as 
faulty in its colour and anatomical renderings: ‘Ah! If I could begin my studies now, where 
antiquity is better known and studied…’ (Fig.8).106 
 
Germany had also been producing creatively stifling doctrines on art. Anton Raphael 
Mengs’ belief that perfection could be formulaically produced through a mixture of Raphael’s 
expression, Titian’s colour and Coreggio’s grace had become, as Andrews claims, a mainstay in 
‘all the Academies of continental Europe’.107 It was one of his own protégés, Heinrich Füger, 
that directed the Vienna Academy where the Lukasbund studied; their writings present their 
experience as tedious and pointless.108 In a letter from 27 April 1808, Overbeck writes that ‘the 
slavish study at the academies leads to nothing’, and that he would rather be ‘an Overbeck’ than 
a second Raphael or Corregio (indicating Mengs’ philosophies).109 Pforr demonstrates similar 
concerns, writing to his guardian in 1810 of his and Overbeck’s struggle to find allies in the 
Academy. 
 
Everywhere we found the artists constrained by habit and prejudice, without the 
courage to venture on what their teachers had not done. We found a ruling manner 
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everywhere, which… on the whole was always a departure from nature, through which 
the artist is to attain the ideal.110 
 
Pforr’s remark reads like a direct response to De Piles, illustrating how Les Barbus and the 
Lukasbund’s anti-scholastic rebellions were anything but a coincidence. Both groups 
experienced their artistic interests suppressed by the strict (and historically interlinked) theories 
and practices of the places they studied. Motivated by a similar view of society and art as 
needing reform, influenced by recent (national and Pan-European) revivals of interest in past 
civilisations, and compelled to form collectives in this particularly difficult time for artists, it can 
hardly be surprising that – when constrained by such similar institutions – Les Barbus and the 
Lukasbund should form such similar rebellions. 
 
The Lukasbund’s Avant Gardism and Collectivism  
 
The Lukasbund’s aesthetic programme is epitomised by Pforr’s 1808-1810 Entry of Rudolf I of 
Habsburg into Basel in the Year 1273 (Fig.9). This adopts the simple, sharply-outlined forms 
he and Overbeck had observed in medieval German art in the Imperial Gallery (with ‘no 
bravura of the brush, no bold treatment’).111 In other respects, it is a direct refutation of 
academic standards and the illusionist tradition. Figures such as the dog at the bottom right and 
the brown horse above him are pressed into flatness in the manner of medieval woodcuts. 
While the buildings move away from the frame, their geometric inaccuracy eschews them all 
sense of illusionistic depth, emphasised by the virtual absence of texturing (brickwork etc.). 
Equally, the oversized hand of the child at the bottom-left and the bizarre proportions of the 
guard on the bottom-right evince deliberate attacks on the anatomical proportions he had 
slavishly been forced to repeat at the Academy. This subversion of prevailing artistic standards, 
through a renewal of earlier forms, invites comparisons to Les Barbus. 
 
The Lukasbund’s collectivism, however, was more formally undertaken. An 1810 letter 
from Pforr claims their movement was founded at a dinner, at which they discussed the 
‘present state of art’ and ‘offered ourselves, all at the same time, to… restore it. We gave each 
other our hands and a covenant was closed, which I hope will last’. The members agreed to 
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submit all paintings to the group; if they were deemed worthy, they would have a logo designed 
by Overbeck affixed to the back (Fig.10).112 They also produced and signed a charter 
committing themselves for life to the pursuit of ‘truth’ in art, working against ‘any academic 
manner’ (Fig.11).113 Their bond is suggested by Overbeck’s moving diary entries to have 
intensified at the monastery. Referencing their daily practice of cooking a monastically simple 
meal together, he claims ‘I would never desire… any other spice than salt, for the face of a 
friend spices the meal better than all the spices in India’.114 The centrality of collectivism to the 
Lukasbund is later articulated in Ferdinand Olivier’s Dedication, a ‘family tree’ 
diagrammatically representing the Lukasbund amongst their influences (such as Wackenroder) 
and other crucial figures in the German art scene (Fig.12). This image is cited by Grewe as 
pioneering the ‘avant-garde charts’ that would later become ‘an essential principle of twentieth 
century theory and art history’.115 The importance to the Lukasbund of a collective identity 
would characterise all future permutations of The Nazarenes. 
 
The influence of collectivism on their work is indicated by the unification of Pforr and 
Overbeck’s focuses on (respectively) early German and Italian art. When the Frankfurt 
Kunstverein posthumously published Pforr’s drawing of Raphael and Dürer (inspired by their 
fictitious encounter in Wackenroder’s Effusions), it was accompanied by an inscription which 
Lionel Gossman asserts would have been approved, if not personally written, by Overbeck. 
This claims Pforr saw ‘the task of modern art’ as ‘to bring about the synthesis of Old German 
and Old Italian art’ (Fig.13).116 Indeed, as Gossman notes, Overbeck and Pforr had attempted 
this in a series of drawings for each other, in which the artists’ influences are represented by two 
female figures. This begins in 1808 with Pforr’s Allegorie der Freundschaft, employing a line 
and use of symbolic objects (such as the dog, presumably signifying loyalty) characteristic of 
early German art (Fig.14). In Overbeck’s response Sulamith and Maria, he bases his figures on 
Pforr’s but focuses on their faces, employing a more Raphael-esque treatment of expression 
and line (Fig.15). In Pforr’s final 1811 Sulamith and Maria he has changed the composition but 
borrowed from the expression of Overbeck’s left figure, whilst paring down the symbolic 
objects (Fig.16). Overbeck’s final response Italia and Germania introduces a landscape 
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modelled on Pforr’s last design (combining Italianate geography with medieval Northern-
European architecture); his treatment of form has also moved towards Pforr’s sharp outlines, 
whilst retaining a more Raphaelesque treatment of drapery and facial expression (Fig.17). 
 This bridging of styles continued to characterise the Lukasbund’s output after Pforr’s 
death, most strikingly in their communal work on the Casa Bartholdy frescoes. The group 
chose for their subject the Old Testament story of Joseph, which is traditionally considered a 
prefiguration for Jesus’ story. Two centuries prior, Samuel Mather had confidently claimed 
‘Joseph is generally lookt upon as a Type of Christ’, citing Joseph’s ‘wisdom and holiness’, 
‘suffering’, ‘advancement’, and ‘carriage towards his Brethren’ as contributing to a ‘very clear 
and evident’ analogy.117 In general, Gossman suggests the Lukasbund believed that ‘Old 
Testament stories not only prefigured the New Testament but held the key… to the 
understanding of all future events’.118 This bridging of time periods extends to their archaic 
medium and stylistic approach: images such as The Recognition of Joseph by His Brothers 
employ classical architecture and Italianate landscapes, which are temporally and 
geographically incongruous with the Egyptian setting of these stories (Fig.18). In this respect, 
these frescoes may be seen as an attempt to collapse history and place or, rather (in light of 
their equivalence of the Old and New Testament) present a notion of spiritual truths 
transcending these parameters. This may help elucidate the Lukasbund’s view of their revival 
of old forms; they saw the past’s relevance to the present, and believed that in a unification of 
early aesthetics from Northern and Southern Europe they could produce an urgent, 
revolutionary art for their own time. This is a concept and practice at the core of their avant-
gardism, which bloomed through their work as a collective. 
Friedrich Schlegel’s Propagandistic Influence 
Like Les Barbus, the Lukasbund were principally advocated in the public consciousness by 
writers affiliated with them. In 1850, Willhelm Schadow produced ‘Der Moderne Vasari’, a 
semi-autobiographical novel featuring compelling accounts of his fellow Lukasbund members. 
A contemporary review in the Athenaeum quotes his portrait of Overbeck in full, in which he 
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presents Overbeck discussing their ‘honourable banishment’ from the Vienna Academy. Their 
only ‘crime’, he suggests, was that they ‘felt an impulse towards a firm, clear idea, towards a 
definite, correct outline of form, in opposition to a wavering, cloudy and insipid age’.119 While 
these romantic recollections recall Nodier’s treatment of Les Barbus, they do not bear the 
same significance. What endows Nodier’s writings with such importance is that he responded 
to the absence of first-hand accounts of Les Barbus’ time at Chaillot, one year and twenty-nine 
years after their dissolution; he alone controlled this part of the narrative. By the time Schadow 
published this book, many of the Lukasbund’s members were prominent artists, and their 
history was well-documented; the Athenaeum review itself notes Overbeck’s ‘eminence at the 
present day’.120  
 
Undoubtedly, the most significant propagandist document produced on the Lukasbund 
in their time was Schlegel’s ‘On The German Paintings Exhibited at Rome in the Year 1819’: 
the first public piece of writing giving advocative shape to the Lukasbund’s ideals. Schlegel’s 
text is often erroneously suggested, as in Andrews’ The Nazarenes, to have been a direct 
response to the 1817 essay Neu-deutsche religios-patriotische Kunst, produced by Heinrich 
Meyer in collaboration with Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (signing themselves the ‘Weimar 
Friends of Art’).121 This attacked the Lukasbund’s use of medieval forms, and Schlegel for 
having inspired this ‘new mock-mediaeval, catholic-Christianising taste in the arts’.122 However, 
Schlegel’s essay more immediately responds to a prominent, venomous review in the 
Allgemeine Zeitung of the Lukasbund’s 1819 exhibition. This anonymous attack, like Meyer’s 
essay, presents the Lukasbund’s perceived ideologies as a corrupting influence; the reviewer 
declares a duty to ‘spare the cutters least such trees that are lofty and covered with parasitic 
plants, which… could take in their boughs’.123 They begin by framing the Lukasbund in art 
history, dismissing the late-eighteenth century fascination with the ‘worm-eaten boards’ of 
medieval art.124 The group’s separation of themselves in ‘manner and attire’ is derogatorily 
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associated with a ‘fanaticism’. While the reviewer claims they are called ‘Nazareni’ by the 
Romans and the ‘German tragedies’ by the French, it is his own terming of them which is the 
most striking: ‘Die Vor-Raphaeleschen Künstler’, or ‘The Pre-Raphaelite Artists’ as we might 
translate it.125 This appears to be the first use of this term to describe a group of artists, though it 
has to my knowledge never been noted before. Its use potently aligns the Lukasbund’s aesthetic 
revolution with that of the Pre-Raphaelites, who would independently conceive this as their 
name 29 years later. The review attacks their improper use of colour and perspective, 
describing a ‘flatness that has even passed to the portraits’, and claims the compositions are 
‘overloaded’ with figures which ‘all lie in one area and close to the beholder… with their 
contours as though they were drawn by an iron brush’.126 They conclude from the exhibition 
that these ‘evils have already spread, and that more than half of the German artists in Rome are 
infected by one or the other’, before claiming the Austrian Emperor disliked it, as he did all 
things ‘unnatural and ornamental, which ‘drive art more backward than forward’’.127  
 
Two weeks later, it seems news of this attack reached Dorothea Schlegel in Rome, 
prompting an emotional letter urging her husband to write something in response. She claims 
‘I have not read it myself, but what I’ve heard about it is so outrageous and disheartening… that 
you cannot possibly wait quietly for a moment’.128 Notably, she suggests the anonymous 
reviewer was Bartholdy, who allegedly had the audacity to show the review to the brothers 
Schadow prior to its publication.129 This is a bizarre accusation; Bartholdy had given the 
Lukasbund their first fresco commissions (which the reviewer refers to pleasantly), and was 
actually painted into Overbeck’s Joseph being Recognised by his Brothers (Fig.19).130 If his 
position had indeed been reversed, this gives us an idea of how powerful the voices against the 
Lukasbund were becoming; after all, they now included Goethe, Meyer and the Austrian 
Emperor. What is most important about the letter though, is that it contains nothing to suggest 
that Schlegel is her husband or the stepfather of Lukasbund members Phillip and Johannes 
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Veit; Phillip is mentioned only once, in passing.131 She appeals for him to support them purely 
as upholders of his own views on art, which he espoused to a new generation of artists at the 
beginning of the century and must now defend. He is called into action not out of familial duty 
(which had certainly not prompted a response to Meyer’s essay) or as an independent 
supporter, but as an influential writer whose views were crucially linked to this group of 
painters, in a manner foreshadowing John Ruskin’s defences of the Pre-Raphaelites. She claims 
the ‘hopes of the downtrodden are now upon you, and in fact you owe it to them that you 
accept them, for they suffer because they first became disciples of your teachings’.132 
 
He would do what he was told. Schlegel’s essay (like Nodier’s texts on Les Barbus) 
responds to a vacuum, claiming of the exhibition that ‘no detailed examination of its merits… 
has appeared’.133 In taking on this task, he employs a powerful set of rhetorical techniques to 
frame the Lukasbund as the incumbent saviours of art, unjustly attacked for having ‘digressed 
into the old German manner’. He mirrors the Allgemeine Zeitung reviewer’s technique of 
framing them within art history, but produces a counter-narrative in which the Lukasbund are a 
constructive (rather than destructive) presence. Comparing their revival of medieval aesthetics 
to Hadrian’s revival of Egyptian forms in architecture, he claims: 
 
It frequently happens that when the ordinary manner of painting seems quite 
exhausted… a new and sudden impulse throws the art into a foreign channel, or 
prompts its return to such old themes and treatment as appear novel, even from their 
antiquity.134 
 
Schlegel attacks the academic techniques which developed under Mengs, negating that 
perfection can be achieved ‘by the mingling of various different ingredients’, and the ‘false 
tendencies’ of David’s French school.135 From art’s stagnancy, he cites the vain struggle of ‘well 
intended but solitary, individual efforts’, indicating the significance and acute modernity of the 
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Lukasbund’s collectivism.136 In these German artists in Rome, led by the Olympian figures of 
Overbeck and Cornelius, he claims ‘a completely new impulse has stirred in Germany’, which 
‘needs only to be received with sympathy and favour, to expand into far brighter promise and 
reality’.137 He downplays their perceived defects as natural to ‘the first dawn of talent’, and 
claims their revival of fresco painting ‘forms a grand step in the advance of art’.138 In countering 
criticism of their religious and patriotic sensibilities, the two titular branches of Meyer’s essay, 
he cites Christianity as the ‘true destination and office of the art’, and appeals to patriotism in 
claiming ‘Raphael knew how to appreciate the genius of Dürer’.139 Unlike Nodier, he does not 
describe the collective biographically; his reasoning is indicated by his suggestion that attention 
to their unusual dress had adversely dominated evaluations of the group, ‘superseding’ their 
art.140 The essay’s overall thrust is a persuasive assertion of them as a definitively progressive, 
rather than regressive, artistic movement, marching ‘onwards to a new perfection of art, 
reproduced from the bosom of antiquity, yet nevertheless fresh, living and blooming; a new art 
meet for the new time’.141 
 
This essay appeared just as the Lukasbund stepped onto the international stage, along 
with other artists identifying with the ‘Nazarene’ movement. From the early 1820s, the 
Lukasbund began to gradually disperse into various academic institutions, with Cornelius 
becoming head of the Dusseldorf Academy in 1821.142 Grewe asserts this dispersal as inevitable 
to groups formed in youth, when their members reached full maturity.143 However, Schlegel’s 
persuasive writing helped seal the continued growth of the wider Nazarene brand which 
developed around the Lukasbund; had the only influential voices about the 1819 exhibition 
been hostile, it may well have been stamped out. It is here that the significance of Schlegel’s 
avoidance of the terms ‘Lukasbund’ or ‘Nazarenes’, describing them simply as the ‘German 
artists in Rome’ led by Overbeck and Cornelius, becomes apparent.144 This ambiguity allows for 
a representation of both the original sect and their wider community. Perhaps he foresaw (as 
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Dorothea did of Willhelm Schadow) that the original members would leave.145 His essay duly 
invites more supporters of the movement as a concept, preserving it beyond the members at its 
core. In no small part due to Schlegel, artists flocked to Rome to join the movement, adopting 
the identity and charge he had presented with such promise. With this, Grewe asserts, the 
Nazarenes would rise to become an international presence, and their work an enduring 
synonym for Christian art.146 
 
The Birth of the Avant-garde 
 
As movements which were centrally concerned with the past, and underwritten by conservative 
religious ideas, Les Barbus and the Lukasbund unsettle traditional understandings of avant-
gardism as ‘a radical and progressive critique of society and the institution of art’, as Grewe 
summarises it.147 However, both groups saw their use of past forms as part of a programme for 
social and artistic renewal definitive of the avant-garde. Grewe identifies this in the Lukasbund, 
comparing their ‘primitivism’ with Gaugin and Picasso’s borrowing from Oceanic and African 
art, as similarly driven by a use of the ‘Other as a compelling counter-image to a corrupted 
industrialised world’.148 Both Les Barbus and the Lukasbund believed that by subversively 
renewing the forms of earlier civilisations, they could revitalise art and society. 
Their collectivism (itself a modern innovation) and withdrawal from wider society was 
also a critique of their environments, necessitated by social adversity and academic stagnancy. 
While their unusual clothing emphasised this withdrawal, the movements also saw this as 
another means of advancing their revolutions. Les Barbus saw their clothing as, like their art, a 
means of presenting people with the beauty of the past. The simultaneous allusion to Raphael 
and Christ in the Lukasbund’s dress may similarly be considered an expression of the religious 
and artistic preoccupations of their programme. The religious views underwriting these 
rebellions, ill-fitting with the progressive values implicit in modern notions of the avant-garde, 
may also be seen as central to their programmes of reform. Both groups saw religion as 
essential to the renewal of art, which was itself necessary for the renewal of society. Despite 
their use of pagan subject matter, Les Barbus considered the Bible an inspiration for ‘the 
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revolution required in art’, and the revitalisation of the Parisian society they wept for. 
In the introduction to this study, I presented some traditional definitions of avant-
gardism to which these groups may be seen to conform: they subvert prevailing artistic 
standards in pursuit of art and society’s revitalisation. A further notion I would particularly like 
to evaluate these movements in terms of, which influences Poggioli’s delimitation of avant-
gardism to the late nineteenth century, is Massimo Bontempelli’s claim that avant-gardism was 
‘born only when art began to contemplate itself from a historical viewpoint’.149 These 
movements’ contemplation of themselves in history, as reviving forms from the past for use in 
the present and future, was central to their doctrines of subversion and renewal. As we have 
seen in the Bartholdy frescoes, the Lukasbund went so far as to enact a sort of collapsing or 
transcendence of history, and articulate their own place in it with Olivier’s Dedication. In these 
movements’ preoccupation with history and their relationship with it, they may be considered 
not only avant-garde, but self-consciously avant-garde. 
 
 Both movements were also crucially shaped in the public consciousness by 
propagandist literature. Through the writings of prominent affiliates, each movement was 
advocated as a unique expression of progress, railing against inert artistic mores. From the first 
incarnations of the collectivist avant-garde movement in the European visual arts, the realisation 
of its identity through propagandist literature was an important characteristic. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE PRE-RAPHAELITE BROTHERHOOD 
 
The avant-garde collective in the press, and its 
creation of propagandist literature. 
 
Introduction 
 
Visiting his fellow Royal Academy student John Everett Millais in 1847, William Holman Hunt 
finds he has locked himself in his room for twelve days to work in private.150 They have a 
fevered discussion about art having become a ‘realm of settled law’ through academic 
instruction, leading them to conceive a rebellion: they will ‘go on a bold track’ together, 
pursuing a ‘fuller Nature’ without ‘servilely emulating the past’. At this point, Millais’ mother 
knocks at the door with tea and is again refused entry, as Millais claims their conversation 
involves ‘the deepest treason against our betters’.151 The following year, Hunt met Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, his brother William, the sculptor Thomas Woolner and the young artist 
James Collinson. With the inclusion of Hunt’s friend Frederick George Stephens, the group 
met at Millais’ studio in 1848 and formed what they would later name The Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood.152  
 
Of course, it may not have happened exactly like this. As Elizabeth Prettejohn asserts, 
Hunt’s recollections came to dominate the narrative of the P.R.B.’s foundation; there are few 
contemporary documents to measure these against, and later accounts by other Pre-Raphaelites 
are generally based on Hunt’s.153 However, the anecdote at Millais’ home serves not only to 
outline their movement’s principal doctrines, but its valuing of ideological unification and 
secrecy.  
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In the European avant-garde art movement’s development through collectivism and 
propagandist literature, Pre-Raphaelitism’s first wave represents the next decisive landmark on 
several counts. Like Les Barbus and the Lukasbund, their movement renewed forms preceding 
art’s perceived decline, but to present the ‘truth’ of their present. Their collectivism not only 
enabled collaboration, but took an active role in their rise to notoriety. Finally, while their 
movement was shaped publicly through John Ruskin’s advocative writings, they also produced 
their own propagandist literature in The Germ. While Pre-Raphaelitism experienced various 
permutations, like Nazarenism, my discussion will focus on their first iteration (1848 to 1853). 
 
Pre-Raphaelite Avant-Gardism, and the Pursuit of ‘Truth’ 
 
While Wendy Graham recently declared the Pre-Raphaelites a ‘neglected chapter in the 
history of the avant-garde’, this assessment of them has slowly gained traction over the past two 
decades.154 Pre-Raphaelites: Victorian Avant-Garde was the title of a major 2012-2013 Tate 
Britain exhibition, and Matthew Plampin asserted in 2009 that Pre-Raphaelitism is ‘often 
understood as an avant-garde movement’ (citing Diane Sachko Macleod’s designation of them 
as this in 1996), especially in light of recent definitions focusing on its ‘disobedience in the face 
of an assumed consensus of values’.155 They are increasingly considered avant-garde, then, for 
the same reasons I believe Les Barbus and the Lukasbund should be. 
  
 Centrally, the Pre-Raphaelites aimed to subvert artistic mores stemming from Raphael’s 
immediate followers (‘Raphaelites’). Hunt claims these followers ‘caricatured’ Raphael’s 
attainment of realism, and even his own Transfiguration ‘was not exempt from such deadly 
artificialities’ (Fig.19). This, he argues, had underwritten an academic program responsible for 
art’s decline: ‘the traditions that went on through the Bolognese Academy (… enforced by Le 
Brun, Du Fresnoy, Raphael Mengs, and Sir Joshua Reynolds, to our own time) were lethal in 
their influence’.156 This identification of the French Royal Academy, Mengsian philosophies 
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and English traditions within one Pan-European academic attitude draws Les Barbus, the 
Lukasbund and the Pre-Raphaelites into the same continuum of artistic oppression. The rebels 
considered their peers inadequate in conforming to these mores, coining the slang-term ‘slosh’ 
to describe imprecise academic paintings: this ‘monosyllable which enables a PRB to dispense 
almost entirely with details on the subject’ of inferior art appears in Gabriel Rossetti’s 
correspondence as early as the 1849 Exhibition.157 While the group is often associated with 
high-realism, Hunt suggests they believed 'a man’s work must be the reflex of a living image in 
his own mind, and not the icy double of the facts themselves, for we were never “Realists”’.158 
The Pre-Raphaelites’ agenda may be better considered the presentation of truth to Nature, 
employing early forms to subvert the prevailing artificialities which Ruskin believed had given 
humanity an ‘instinctive terror at all truth, and love of glosses, veils and decorative lies’.159  
This is epitomized by Millais’ The Carpenter’s Shop (1850), which subversively 
presents the Holy Family with realistic imperfections (Fig.20). While academic chiaroscuro is 
exchanged for sharp, Lukasbund-esque outlines, Mary is presented with the early signs of 
wrinkles in her forehead and hands, which the old woman behind her assures the viewer will 
develop with age. The ‘truth’ of this painting incited vitriolic criticism, with The Times claiming 
the subject’s treatment ‘with no conceivable omission of misery, or dirt, and even disease… is 
disgusting’.160 Charles Dickens’ review takes issue for the same reason, claiming the Madonna is 
‘so horrible in her ugliness, that… she would stand out from the rest of the company as a 
Monster, in the… lowest gin-shop in England’.161 There is, of course, nothing unnaturally 
unattractive about her, but it is the un-idealised treatment of a religious subject which shapes his 
disgust: human imperfection is considered inadequate to ‘render reverence… to the faith in 
which we live and die’.162 What is most interesting about Dickens’ comments, however, is the 
prevalence of modern, urban language. As J.B. Bullen notes, Dickens aligns the painting with 
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‘the detritus of urban civilization with its gin shops and tobacconists, its cabarets and slums’.163 
Dickens does not merely see physical ugliness, but reflections of the urban, social ugliness 
around him. Such is Millais’ challenge to artistic mores, that the ‘truth’ of his uncompromising 
realism has provoked ‘instinctive terror’ in one of the most famously uncompromising realists 
in Victorian literature. 
 
The Pre-Raphaelites and the Lukasbund 
 
Like the Lukasbund, the Pre-Raphaelites were an anti-academic collective whose program for 
art’s renewal employed forms preceding its decline after Raphael. Hunt even endows them 
with a Lukasbund-esque ‘patriotic enthusiasm’, aiming to counteract the ‘national tendency to 
extol every other country’s art above one’s own’.164 There were, however, crucial differences. 
Andrews notes that while the Lukasbund attached great significance to the early masters, the 
Pre-Raphaelites ‘paid mere lip-service to them’, citing a major 1848 exhibition which no 
members appear to have attended.165 The Pre-Raphaelites also had a looser initial organization, 
without a fixed base. However, Andrews’ suggestion they would have despised the Lukasbund’s 
shared residence, citing Stephens’ claim that ‘the modern artist does not retire to monasteries’, 
goes too far.166 The P.R.B. Journal records the tremendous amount of time they spent together 
until 1853, and that on 2 December 1850 they ‘talked a good deal of the chances of 
establishing a P.R.B. household’.167 Both movements were centrally concerned with a pursuit of 
‘truth’, but while the Lukasbund viewed this in religious terms, the Pre-Raphaelites were more 
concerned with the truthful representation of Nature. 
 
 The Pre-Raphaelites were aware of the Nazarenes, principally through their affiliate 
Ford Madox Brown’s studies with them in 1845, and their work quickly drew comparisons.168 It 
is a historical oddity that Ruskin’s first introduction to Pre-Raphaelite painting was through 
William Dyce, a member of their ideological enemy: the Royal Academy. Robert Hewison 
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explains this by noting Dyce had spent time with the Nazarenes in the 1820s, and apparently 
saw something of them in Millais.169 Brown’s Nazarene affiliations appear to have particularly 
influenced Gabriel Rossetti, who from early 1848 had been his protégé.170 This irritated Hunt, 
who recalls objecting to his habit of labelling their movement ‘Early Christian’, as it was 
‘attached to a School called by the Germans “Nazaren”’. In his view, ‘the designation “Pre-
Raphaelite” was more radically exact, and best expressed… our principle’.171 This desire to 
divorce Pre-Raphaelitism from Nazarenism would be articulated in The Germ, and indicates 
their self-view as both an echo of another movement, and a movement entirely of their own. 
This will later be revealed to foreshadow Vorticism’s relationship with Italian Futurism. 
 
Collectivism and Scandal 
 
Like Les Barbus and the Lukasbund, the Pre-Raphaelites partially collectivised for support in a 
difficult time for artists. The tribulations wrought by art’s growing commodification, through the 
Victorian free-market and mass-production, are typified in the Pre-Raphaelites’ mistreatment 
by their occasional patron Nockalls Johnson Cottingham. Hunt recalls that after failing to sell 
his painting at the 1849 Exhibition, he was commissioned by Cottingham to decorate a house; 
when Hunt eventually enquired about payment, Cottingham fired him for being ‘grasping and 
greedy’, leading to the penniless Hunt’s eviction from his studio. Two months later, Woolner 
walked past a shop and, seeing one of his statuettes in the window, discovered Cottingham had 
fraudulently sold the copyright to his design.172 The P.R.B. Journal notes that Hunt and 
Woolner sought emotional support from the group in both instances.173 
 
However, artistic and ideological collaboration was also central to their collective. This 
is indicated by the Journal’s very first entry, reporting a meeting at Millais’ (15 May 1849): they 
share designs, Millais produces studies of the members, and they subject a poem to group-
discussion.174 Early Pre-Raphaelite meetings involved constant discussion of each other’s work 
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and, increasingly, how they were taking shape in the public eye. On 13 January 1851, Millais 
raises the subject of people misunderstanding their name, and suggests each member write a 
manifesto ‘declaring the sense in which he accepts the name’ to be shared at the next meeting.175 
The Brotherhood was also bound by intimate friendship, with William Rossetti suggesting they 
really were ‘like brothers, continually together, and confiding to one another’ on both artistic 
and personal issues.176 Many of the Journal’s entries evoke a very normal kind of friendship, 
including an account of a spontaneous rowing trip on the Thames, ending with them drinking 
in a park.177 This warmth is captured by Hunt’s sketch of a meeting in 1848 (Fig.21). 
 
However, their collectivism also involved a very seriously-undertaken separation of their 
circle from wider society; rather than move to a remote location like Les Barbus or the 
Lukasbund, they conducted this separation through secrecy. The group held private meetings 
in each other’s homes, and in 1849 began using the secret initials ‘P.R.B.’ to sign paintings and 
correspondence; they appear in Gabriel Rossetti’s letters from around March (Fig.22).178 Hunt 
claims that in adopting this insignia they ‘made each member solemnly promise to keep its 
meaning strictly secret, foreseeing the danger of offending the reigning powers of the time’. 
Their name was held as an internal assertion of identity, reminding them to ‘battle against the 
volatile art of the day’.179 While the insignia’s use on paintings and The Germ must be 
considered a public assertion of a movement, its meaning and relationship with their collective 
was kept secret. When this secret was inevitably broken, it crucially shaped the Pre-Raphaelites 
in the public imagination. 
 
Suspicions of a school had existed from their first paintings in the 1849 Exhibition, with 
the Athenaeum noting a clear ‘correspondence of views’ between Hunt and Millais’ entries 
without apparent knowledge of their affiliation.180 Fearing that critics had ‘solved our 
monogram’ by June 1849, Gabriel Rossetti urges that ‘some desperate means must be arrived 
at whereby to re-establish our mystery’.181 However, it appears to have not been until May 1850 
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that this was leaked to the Illustrated London News, apparently by Woolner’s friend Alexander 
Munro. After neglecting the Journal for two months, William Rossetti reports how the 
scandalous revelation of this secret society, combined with the controversy surrounding Millais’ 
The Carpenter’s Shop, saw them become ‘one of the topics of the season’. He reports that 
‘The mystic letters with their signification have appeared in all kinds of papers… all 
concealment is at an end’.182 A closer look at these early articles indicates how they informed 
each other, advancing hostile misconceptions. On 4 May 1850, a letter to the Illustrated 
London News cites the intrigue caused by the ‘occurrence of three mysterious letters as 
denoting a new-fashioned school or style in painting’, revealing for the first time that: 
 
…they are the initials of the words “Prae-Raffaelite Brotherhood.” To this league belong 
the ingenious gentlemen who profess themselves practitioners of “Early Christian Art,” 
and who… devote their energies to the reproduction of saints squeezed out perfectly 
flat-as though the poor gentlemen had been martyred by being passed under a Baker’s 
Patent…183 
 
Rather than an earnest rebellion, Pre-Raphaelitism is presented as a reactionary, eccentric 
provocation. The 1850 Exhibition reviewer for the Bucks Herald appears to be one of many 
critics who heard about the Pre-Raphaelites from this letter, echoing its description of figures as 
flattened by a ‘Baker’s patent mangle’; accordingly, the reviewer’s understanding of Pre-
Raphaelitism is similarly as an empty provocation in which they ‘endeavour… to give a “flat” 
appearance to the persons and things represented’.184 Perhaps in apology, the Illustrated 
London News’ official exhibition review was sympathetic, citing Millais’ work as ‘painted, it is 
said, on a wrong principle, but with a thousand merits, and many intentional defects’.185 
However, this again fails to identify its relation to a purposeful movement. 
 
As the Pre-Raphaelites rose to notoriety, the use of the ‘P.R.B.’ insignia became a 
public mark of their work’s authenticity, which Hewison compares to ‘what we would now call 
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a brand name’.186 This certainly fits John Andrew Davis’ definition (two years prior) of a brand 
as a sign ‘certifying the origin of a service and differentiating it from the competition’.187 The 
failure of the Lukasbund’s ‘brand’ (similarly denoted by an insignia and name) to incite the 
same media frenzy indicates how much the Pre-Raphaelites’ publicity owed to journalistic 
scandal rather than their actual doctrines, which early exposers failed to even identify. Plampin 
notes that modern marketing theorists such as Jonathan Schroeder have identified precursors 
in early avant-garde exhibitions to modern advertisement’s ‘strategic use of scandal’ to build 
‘brand recognition’.188 While it seems the Pre-Raphaelites did not want their circle identified, 
their collective’s secret-society pretensions ultimately saw them become – as Plampin suggests – 
one of the most recognizable ‘brands’ in mid-Victorian art.189 
After this account, William Rossetti neglects the Journal until January 1853, by which 
time the collective has begun to disintegrate. Visiting Stephens’ house for a meeting, he finds 
that nobody else has bothered to show up, lamenting that ‘the P.R.B. is not… so much a matter 
of social intercourse as it used to be’.190 However, their collectivism had already served its 
purpose in Pre-Raphaelitism’s rise to notoriety, the continuance of which would be governed 
by John Ruskin. 
The Formative Influence of John Ruskin’s Writings 
From 1851, Ruskin became the Pre-Raphaelites’ most influential literary advocate. Over time, 
however, the shape his writings gave the movement and his relationship with them transformed. 
His first public writing on them is a letter to The Times (13 May 1851), responding to their 
recent attack on Hunt and Millais’ ‘servile imitation of the cramped style, false perspective and 
crude colour of remote antiquity’.191 Ruskin’s response, in which he twice emphatically claims to 
have ‘no acquaintance with any of these artists’, denies their supposed technical inferiority, 
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admitting only one failure in perspective among the five paintings concerned.192 He also claims 
they ‘do not desire nor pretend… to imitate antique painting’. Rather, they aim to truthfully 
represent nature ‘irrespective of the conventional rules of picture-making’, while their name 
signifies that ‘all artists did this before Raphael’s time, and after Raphael’s time… sought to 
paint fair pictures, rather than represent stern facts’.193 William Rossetti reports finding this 
explanation ‘very sensible’.194 However, it is also cautious; it does not actually advocate the 
group as much as discourage heavy-handed criticism which may prevent it achieving 
‘greatness’.195 
 
His second letter to The Times (30 May 1851) takes a bolder tact, superficially 
attacking the Pre-Raphaelites’ shortcomings in order to adulate them. Criticising the 
‘commonness’ of figures in Hunt’s Valentine Defending Sylvia, he admits it is ‘almost the only 
fault’, lavishly praising its ‘marvellous truth in splendour and detail of colour’.196 Attacking the 
left-hand figure in Millais’ Dove Returning to the Ark, he turns to praise its detailed treatment 
of the hay as ‘a modern excellence’, implicitly refuting The Times’ association of Pre-
Raphaelitism with technical ineptitude.197 Emboldened to claim they augur ‘a school of art 
nobler than the world has seen for three hundred years’, he begins to move from cautious 
defence to bombastic exhortation, whilst refuting the ‘false’ paintings of non-Pre-Raphaelites.198  
 
The pamphlet Pre-Raphaelitism (13 August 1851) represents an even greater step. 
Ruskin no longer presents himself as a stranger to the group (though it appears he had only 
met Millais and perhaps Woolner, and would not meet Gabriel Rossetti or Hunt before 1854), 
but their sole defender and immediate influence.199 He claims they have ‘carried out, to the very 
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letter’, his instruction in Modern Painters that artists ‘go to nature in all singleness of heart’.200 
While his letters warned critics of the artists’ fragility, this pamphlet praises their strength in the 
face of ‘dissuasion and opposition’.201 He also curiously places them in a continuum with 
Turner, as critically-reviled figures painting ‘the truths around them’; in fact, he devotes about 
half the pamphlet to Turner, claiming ‘Pre-Raphaelitisim… and Turnerism, are all one and the 
same’.202 Ruskin’s November 1853 Edinburgh lecture on Pre-Raphaelitism continues on this 
rhetorical trajectory, now going so far as to call Turner the ‘best of the Pre-Raphaelites’.203 His 
advocacy of the group also reaches new extremes, claiming their ‘adversaries have no chance 
with them… on their works such a school will be founded as shall justify the third age of the 
world’s civilisation’.204 By his letters to The Times in May 1854, he feels authoritative enough 
on Pre-Raphaelitism to write interpretations of Hunt’s The Awakening Conscience and The 
Light of the World, declaring the latter to be ‘one of the very noblest works of sacred art ever 
produced’ (Figs.23, 24).205 Ruskin’s presentation of Pre-Raphaelitism begins as a stranger 
cautiously defending a downtrodden group of painters; three years later, he writes as the 
influence, defender and interpreter of a heroic artistic landmark. 
Ruskin’s influence in shaping a public appreciation of the Pre-Raphaelites is commonly 
accepted, with Stephen Wildman going so far as to claim it ‘has never been in doubt’.206 The 
Pre-Raphaelites certainly held Ruskin’s support in high regard, as evinced by correspondence 
and the P.R.B. Journal. Gabriel Rossetti’s claim that Pre-Raphaelitism ‘will no doubt be of 
much service to us’ echoes his brother’s remark on Ruskin’s first letter to The Times that it 
‘ought to be worth something to us’.207 Considering William Rossetti’s claim that the other Pre-
Raphaelites never read the Journal at this time, this shared phraseology is significant: Ruskin’s 
early support appears to have not elicited warmth from the Pre-Raphaelites, but a cold, 
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pragmatic appreciation of his usefulness.208 In this light, we may consider it significant that 
Ruskin’s first letter was instigated by William Rossetti’s friend Coventry Patmore, and that the 
group did not thank Ruskin for his first letter so as not to discourage the second, which 
Woolner was sent to encourage a hesitant Ruskin to publish.209 The Pre-Raphaelites even 
discussed asking for a correction of his first letter regarding their supposed Romanist 
tendencies.210 While they prevaricated, it appears from Ruskin’s second letter that they did so 
after all.211 At least initially, the Pre-Raphaelites treated Ruskin as a vehicle for spreading their 
doctrines: a use of influential writers indicating a closer relationship with propagandist 
literature. 
 
Ruskin’s support was of immediate value. The Journal notes an attack on them in 
Punch eight days after Ruskin’s first letter, which in reference to him sympathetically concedes 
‘the P.R.B. pictures are true’.212 By 1852, David Masson credits Ruskin’s ‘generous 
intervention’ with having led to a ‘complete change’ in existing attitudes to them.213 His writing 
also influenced those unfamiliar with the group; a letter from Edward Burne-Jones describes 
his and William Morris’ discovery of the Pre-Raphaelites, through a text Georgina Burne-Jones 
identifies as Ruskin’s newly-published Edinburgh lecture. 
 
And there we first saw about the Pre-Raphaelites, and there I first saw the name 
Rossetti. So for many a day after that we talked of little else but paintings which we had 
never seen.214 
 
This demonstrates how Ruskin’s writing formed positive perceptions of the Pre-Raphaelites in 
the minds of readers who hadn’t yet seen their paintings. He captured the imaginations of these 
two particular readers so effectively, that they would help spearhead the movement’s second 
wave. 
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However, as Ruskin’s presentation of the Pre-Raphaelites developed, it was increasingly 
coloured by personal motives. Francis O’Gorman has suggested Ruskin’s defence of the Pre-
Raphaelites as a third attempt to achieve what he had failed in Modern Painters and The 
Stones of Venice: communicating to the public the truth and principles of old art, as well as its 
decline in modern times. Writing to his father after Turner’s death, Ruskin admits to having 
failed to prevent this century’s ‘‘greatest mind’’ from being ‘‘neglected’’. In the Stones of 
Venice II he faces a similar crisis, lamenting that ‘‘God permits so often His best gifts to be 
trodden under foot of men’’. O’Gorman suggests that Ruskin believed the Pre-Raphaelites 
suggested ‘the lessons of Venice and of Turner… had some kind of successor’.215 This may be 
seen to have influenced his increasing association of them with Turner, and his presumptuous 
assertion of his own influence on them. His religious agenda also gradually encroached on his 
presentation of the group. While Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelites both cite the beginning of 
art’s decline with Raphael, the artists defined this in aesthetic terms through the ‘deadly 
artificialities’ of his Transfiguration, while Ruskin’s Edinburgh lecture defines it in religious 
terms through the combining of classical and biblical figures (‘faith’ and ‘fancy’) in his 
decoration of the Vatican for Pope Julius II.216 As he assumed increasing authority on them, the 
dangers of his misrepresentation of them increase. His letter to The Times on The Awakening 
Conscience completely misinterprets it, despite claiming its meaning could not be ‘rendered 
more distinctly’. He fails to note its relationship with The Light of The World, and that the 
woman is not reacting to the song played by her seducer, but Christ’s ‘knock’ at the door of her 
soul.217 
 
While Ruskin’s writings influentially shaped the Pre-Raphaelites in the public 
consciousness as a progressive, anti-academic artistic collective, their gradual distortion by 
personal motives ultimately threatened to misrepresent the movement. It seems unjust, then, 
that the literature exploring Ruskin’s writings on the Pre-Raphaelites should so utterly dwarf 
that which explores their own publication: The Germ. 
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The Germ: The Artists Start Writing Their Identity 
 
On 1 January 1850, four months before Ruskin even saw one of their paintings, the Pre-
Raphaelites released the first edition of their publication The Germ. As a vehicle for their 
aesthetic programme, this signalled an important shift in the collectivist avant-garde art 
movement’s relationship with propagandist literature, which would develop through the Italian 
Futurists’ manifestos and the Vorticists’ Blast. 
 
As William Rossetti was both The Germ’s editor and the P.R.B. Journal’s sole writer, 
the periodical’s development is recorded in detail. The first reference to a ‘monthly 6d. 
magazine’ is 13 August 1849, from which time the members begin producing entries.218 On 19 
December they chose the title.219 The subtitle Thoughts Towards Nature was adopted as, 
according to William Rossetti’s 1901 preface, it accurately suggested the collective’s 
‘predominant conception… that an artist, whether painter or writer, ought to be bent upon 
defining and expressing his own personal thoughts… based upon a direct study of Nature’.220 As 
the collective’s ideologies shaped the magazine, so did their focus on secrecy. While ‘P.R.B.’ 
appeared on the first issue’s wrapper, the contributors’ names did not; the second issue did 
include the names of contributors, but many used pseudonyms.221 The Germ was an apparent 
commercial failure as early as 31 January 1850, with it becoming a ‘momentous question’ 
whether to publish a third issue.222 Only 200 of the first issue’s 700 copies sold, and the second 
issue’s reduced run of 500 sold even worse.223 Two more issues were printed regardless, with 
the name changed to the more self-explanatory Art and Poetry, being Thoughts towards 
Nature, conducted principally by Artists. Despite advertising efforts including the use of 
placards outside the Royal Academy, The Germ ‘succumbed to its doom’ with the fourth issue 
on 30 April 1850.224  
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The crucial reason for The Germ’s commercial failure was its specificity as a Pre-
Raphaelite manifesto. While Gabriel Rossetti’s suggested subtitle ‘a publication conducted by 
Artists’ was dropped, it demonstrates their desire to give it a ‘very distinct character’ from other 
publications.225 In the nineteenth century, Rose claims that the periodical was ‘the great 
disseminator of ideas and information’, citing Christopher North’s contemporary claim that 
through “‘our current periodical literature… society is… irrigated by a thousand streams’”.226 A 
few specialist art and literature reviews existed, such as The Art Journal; Gabriel Rossetti 
reports anxiously watching one of their reviewers at the 1849 Free Exhibition.227 However, The 
Germ was the first to be produced with a specific viewpoint. The wrapper asserts that 
involvement was not open to ‘the conflicting opinions of all who handle the brush and pallette’, 
but those who ‘enforce a rigid adherence to the simplicity of Nature’; it only featured work 
‘conceived in the spirit… of exhibiting a pure and unaffected style’ (Fig.25). While this 
resistance to popularisation sealed its fate, it was, as Hosmon argues, ‘a revolutionary concept’: 
a magazine ‘created and nourished by one group of artists sharing common bonds and ideals, 
attempting to make those ideals not only public but also accepted and acceptable’.228 The 
dissemination of these ‘ideals’ took many forms, so I will explore two radically different 
examples: Gabriel Rossetti’s ‘Hand and Soul’ from the first issue, and Stephens’ ‘The Purpose 
and Tendency of Early Italian Art’ from the second. 
‘Hand and Soul’ is a short story concerning the endeavours of a painter, named Chiaro, 
to find fulfilment as an artist. William Rossetti suggests that Chiaro’s framing as a historical 
figure (the speaker cites where one can find his paintings and a pamphlet on him) led critics 
such as John Burnell Payne to believe he was a real person.229 After achieving fame leaves him 
dissatisfied, Chiaro decides it is because of his ‘worship of beauty’ rather than God. Turning his 
hand to religious subjects, he exchanges the ‘passion of human life’ for ‘cold symbolism’ and is 
once again left discontented.230 Lamenting that both fame and faith have failed him, a vision 
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appears of his own soul as a beautiful woman, who urges that he no longer seek fame but his 
‘own conscience’. Rather than paint religious subjects presuming to help God reach people, 
she tells him to ‘work from thine own heart, simply; for his heart is as thine’. She then instructs 
him to paint her ‘as I am, to know me’, which he does to his ultimate fulfilment.231 
 
As William Rossetti claims, this story is ‘a very serious manifesto of art-dogma’, aiming 
to capture the reader’s imagination whilst delivering the ‘core of the “Preraphaelite” creed’: art 
should derive from the artist’s true, personal perception.232 It refutes the notion of painting 
religious subjects in service to God; for them, religious painting could abandon didactic 
traditions to express a personal view of religious ‘truth’, as in Hunt’s unusual presentation of 
Jesus holding a lamp in The Light of the World. This dissociates them from the Nazarenes, to 
whom Chiaro’s fresco-painting and the female characterization of his soul (recalling Italia and 
Germania) may be oblique references.233 Equally, discouraging the pursuit of fame asserts that 
the subversive qualities of paintings bearing the ‘P.R.B.’ insignia were not simply for publicity, a 
concern to which Plampin attributes Ford Madox Brown’s refusal to become a member and 
‘play the fool’.234 Writing under no name but the P.R.B. on the wrapper, Gabriel Rossetti’s 
assertions become an expression of the movement. 
 
Stephens presents the Pre-Raphaelites’ ideals in his polemical essay ‘The Purpose and 
Tendency of Early Italian Art’. Recalling Schlegel’s presentation of the Lukasbund, the 
unnamed Pre-Raphaelites are identified with ‘the recent progression and main direction of Art 
in England’. Rather than ‘conventionalities and feeble reminiscences’, he claims they are 
‘producing… faithful studies from nature’, a ‘closer communion’ with which will bring ‘greater 
pleasure’ to artists.235 He presents their anti-academic standpoint in attacking ‘dreary’ study for 
seeing young minds ‘frittered away’, and counters suppositions of this as arrogant in claiming 
that ‘nothing can be more humble than… the observation of facts alone’.236 Direct as he is, 
claiming ‘this movement is an advance’, Stephens’ essay is not free from emotive rhetoric.237 
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This is seen where he presents the evocativeness of an early sculpture in which the Madonna is 
free from idealism, compared to her ‘refined or emasculate treatment’ by later artists.238 In a 
particularly Ruskin-esque section, he presents art’s decline through seasons, considering its 
current state a ‘winter’ of ‘exaggerated action, conventionalism… and poverty of invention’.239 
He concludes by urging young artists to join this movement and ‘follow in their path’, as it is ‘by 
truth alone that the Arts can ever hold the position for which they were intended’.240 Altogether, 
the essay is a powerful, exhaustive propagandist expression of Pre-Raphaelitism. 
While The Germ was a commercial failure, it won the support of many critics. The 
Critic asserted of the first issue that ‘in design and execution it differs from all other 
periodicals’, praising it as ‘too good for the time’.241 The most important responses appeared in 
June retrospectives after The Germ’s closure, presumably prompted by the name’s revelation 
and the critical storm surrounding the collective. Reviewing the third and fourth issues together, 
The Critic asserts it as indicating a progressive movement, ‘seeking out for itself new paths… 
with an undoubted ability which must lead to a new era’.242 The Guardian would similarly 
consider it an expression of the Pre-Raphaelites: ‘we have been anxious to see the rising school 
of young and clever artists find a voice, and tell us what they are aiming at, and how they 
propose to reach their aim’. The publication elicits sympathy, advocacy and a clear 
understanding of their programme. 
English artists have hitherto worked each one by himself… Here at last, we have a 
school… working together with a common purpose, according to certain admitted 
principles... This is new in England, and we are very anxious it should have a fair trial… 
A school of artists who attempt to bring back the popular taste to the severe draperies 
and pure forms of early art are at least deserving of encouragement. Success in their 
attempt would be a national blessing. 243 
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The Pre-Raphaelites’ collectivism and aesthetic rebellion are clearly elucidated to the reviewer 
by The Germ, and with such effect as to induce a cry of allegiance. While The Germ failed to 
attain mass-readership, its creation constitutes a seminal step in the avant-garde’s power to 
shape its identity.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE ITALIAN FUTURIST ARTISTS 
The ‘traditional avant-garde’, the artist’s manifesto, and the movement’s 
galvanisation of the public. 
Introduction 
If The Germ constitutes the first significant use of propagandist literature by a collectivist avant-
garde art movement, the initial wave of Italian Futurism was the first to wield it with immediate 
potency and enduring centrality. Under the influence of the poet Filippo Marinetti, the initial 
circle of Futurist painters (Umberto Boccioni, Gino Severini, Giacomo Balla, Carlo Carrà and 
Luigi Russolo) crucially defined and disseminated their revolution through a new innovation in 
literary propaganda: the artist’s manifesto. 
The Italian Futurists are the first movement in my study to be considered avant-garde in 
traditional discourse. Unlike Les Barbus, the Lukasbund and the Pre-Raphaelites, their 
program for art’s revitalisation was not through a revival of earlier forms, but through the past’s 
obliteration. I will reassess this art-historical position, exploring the extent to which they subvert 
traditional understandings of avant-gardism, and should be placed in continuum with these 
earlier movements. I will then examine the collective’s use of seratas and public 
demonstrations, before examining their use of the artist’s manifesto to shape and disseminate 
their revolution in the popular consciousness. While Futurism (like Nazarenism and Pre-
Raphaelitism) endured various iterations, the middle of the First World War saw the end of its 
initial composition as a coherent artistic avant-garde. Here, I will focus on their first iteration 
(1910-c.1916), and discuss the war’s influence on their dissolution in the next chapter. 
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The First Wave of Italian Futurist Painting 
Futurism in the visual arts effectively began in February 1910, when several artists joined 
Marinetti’s movement and produced the ‘Manifesto of the Futurist Painters’. As in the earlier 
movements in this study, the artists’ gravitation towards each other may be attributed to a 
shared disillusionment with art’s academic stagnation, clashing with rapid developments in 
culture and society.  
Boccioni, who would become the circle’s leader and main spokesman, befriended 
Severini and Balla after arriving in Rome in 1900 to study.244 Severini claims they shared a 
rebellious frustration with Italian art’s classical focus: an attitude which appears to have only 
deepened over the years.245 On 14 March 1907, Boccioni writes with concern in his diary that 
‘the historians of the [twentieth] century will not speak of Italy’.246 However, this was a dramatic 
period in Italian history, and especially in Futurism’s future base of Milan. Recounted as a 
period of ‘social upheaval’ by Severini, the widespread workers’ riots of the 1890s had included 
the Bava-Beccaris Massacre, in which 80 Milanese civilians were killed.247 Socialism was 
entering the public consciousness, catalysed by the late arrival of Marx and Engels’ writings in 
Italian.248 Industrialisation was accelerating, with Milan (having recently introduced electric 
trams, a central train station and a polytechnic) experiencing a population growth from 538,000 
in 1901 to 701,000 in 1911.249 Amidst the inertia of popular art, it was this new, revolutionary 
landscape that fuelled Boccioni’s early artistic ambitions: 
I feel that want to paint what is new, the fruit of our industrial times. I am nauseated by 
old walls and old palaces… I wish to have the life of today in front of my eyes. 250 
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After settling in Milan in 1908, he befriended Carrà and his friend Russolo.251 A year 
later, the local poet Marinetti published The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism, calling for a 
revolution in the arts and society, premised upon the destruction of the past and the 
celebration of a new, mechanised age. After circulating through Italian newspapers, its 
appearance on the front-page of Le Figaro saw it spread internationally, while Marinetti began 
holding ‘serata’ events to declaim the movement (Fig.26). Accounts differ on how the artists 
encountered Marinetti, but Russolo suggests that it was after he and Boccioni saw one of these 
seratas advertised that Boccioni claimed ‘We need something like that for painting’, leading 
Russolo to approach and acquire the support of Marinetti.252 They visited Marinetti’s home with 
Carrà, who claims a heated discussion about the ‘situation of art in our country’ led them to 
produce the ‘Manifesto of the Futurist Painters’ in a local café over the following day and 
evening with Marinetti’s assistance.253 The co-signatories Romolo Romani and Aroldo 
Bonzagni’s refusal to sign the subsequent ‘Technical Manifesto’ saw them replaced by 
Boccioni’s old friends Severini (who by now was living in Paris) and Balla.254  
 
The artists began to embark on a radical aesthetic programme, holding their first 
exhibition in April 1811 at Milan’s Mostra d’Arte Libera; this led them to form important allies 
in Florence and hold exhibitions across Europe.255 However, as the movement gained 
prominence, the artists began to drift apart. Marianne W. Martin notes various factors, 
including the Florentine wing’s defection and the growing disillusionment of Carrà and Severini 
with Boccioni and Marinetti; both splits were cemented in Lacerba’s article ‘Futurismo e 
Marinettismo’ (14 February 1915). When Italy entered the First World War, Marinetti, 
Russolo and Boccioni joined the military, saving them – as Martin suggests – ‘from having to 
accept the fact that the movement as they had known it had ceased to exist’.256 On a training 
exercise in April 1916, Boccioni died after his horse Vermillion – which Gino Agnese suggests 
he named after his painting The City Rises – shied at a car and threw him off.257 When 
Marinetti restarted Futurism in the visual arts after the armistice, only Balla remained from the 
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original group. By this time, however, Martin claims ‘il primo futurismo had accomplished its 
purpose of giving a new meaning and form to Italian art’.258  
 
The Traditional Avant-Garde? 
 
In defining Les Barbus, The Lukasbund and The Pre-Raphaelites as avant-garde movements, I 
have had to navigate that their pursuit of art’s renewal was through a revival of forms from the 
past. Futurism does not have this problem, with its apparent rejection of the past indicating a 
species of avant-gardism more in keeping with traditional discourse. Here, I will examine this 
distinction. 
 
 Centrally, Italian Futurism sought to present the new Italy of speed and industry, built 
on the ashes of the old Italy as represented in classical art and architecture. In the founding 
manifesto, Marinetti urged the destruction of ‘museums, libraries, academies’ and other 
institutions preserving the past.259 This is a recurring principle of the manifestos, though it is 
perhaps articulated most strikingly in Marinetti’s ‘Against Traditionalist Venice’ (1910), which 
Boccioni, Carrà and Russolo co-signed. 
 
We want to prepare the birth of an industrial and military Venice… Let us... raise to the 
heavens the imposing geometry of metal bridges… to abolish the falling curves of the 
old architecture.260 
 
The founding manifesto proposed Futurism’s modern subjects, including ‘broad-
breasted locomotives, champing on the wheels like enormous steel horses’.261 This particular 
line seems to have influenced Boccioni’s seminal 1910-1911 painting The City Rises (Fig.27). 
Depicting a factory’s construction on Milan’s industrial periphery, the workers channel the 
energy of industry, manifested as enormous winged horses. The central horse is ‘bridled by 
pipes’, and a horse behind emits a plume of smoke from its mouth, amalgamating the horse 
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with the train just as Marinetti had.262 Along with modern subjects, Futurism declaimed new 
aesthetic techniques in ‘Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto’ (1910). In ‘painting our whirling 
life of steel’, they would not paint subjects in ‘a fixed moment in universal dynamism’, but 
experiment with form and colour to render ‘the dynamic sensation itself’.263 Balla’s 1913 
Velocity of an Automobile is a striking example (Fig.28). Presenting a car moving from right to 
left, straight lines emanate from it to evoke the noise of the motor, intersecting with curved 
lines recalling spinning wheels and blasting air. The radical new art was met with hostility: at the 
first Futurist exhibition, Boccioni’s The Laugh was physically attacked by a viewer.264 
 
Italian Futurism has long been considered an avant-garde movement. Even prior to 
being termed one of Bürger’s historical avant-gardes, it was placed on a pedestal by Poggioli’s 
study. The avant-garde’s defining anti-traditionalism is claimed by Poggioli to be ‘more 
polemical and programmatic in Italian futurism than in any other avant-garde movement’, while 
in calling Futurism ‘a prophetic and utopian phase’ he suggests it was foundational to 
subsequent avant-garde movements.265 Their innovation of the artist’s manifesto has supported 
this view, with Janet Lyon claiming ‘modernism has been made intelligible to us primarily 
through its adaptations of the manifesto form’.266 Equally, the group’s political preoccupations 
satisfy the avant-garde’s Saint-Simonian connotations to social revitalization, summarised by 
Donald D. Egbert as pursuing ‘the future both in art and in politics’.267 This view of them as a 
foundational avant-garde places a wedge between them and earlier movements in this study. In 
fact, the Futurist artists themselves often recall these earlier movements’ dissenters, with the 
disparaging references in ‘Manifesto of the Futurist Painters’ to ‘old canvases’ and ‘worm 
ridden’ art strikingly recalling the Allgemeine Zeitung’s attack on the Lukasbund’s interest in 
‘worm-eaten boards’.268  
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However, to divorce Italian Futurism from the previous movements I have discussed, 
as a ‘definitive’ avant-garde, creates its own problems. First, we must consider the Futurists’ 
aesthetic experimentation for what it broadly was: a response to contemporary developments in 
subject and form, from the racing car to Cubism. Reviewing the ‘Salon Des Artistes 
Independents’ for Montjoie! on 18 March 1913, Guillaume Apollinaire’s only words for the 
Futurist Ugo Giannattasio’s painting are that it ‘seems to come from the Manége previously 
exhibited by Delaunay’, presumably in reference to Robert Delaunay’s 1906 Manége de 
cochons (Figs.29, 30).269 While Boccioni responds to this in Lacerba, claiming ‘these are our 
ideas, created by us, springing from our pure and inexhaustible Italian genius’, he was perfectly 
aware of how much they owed to Cubism; when Severini introduced it to him, Carrà and 
Russolo in Paris, a fascinated Boccioni asked to stay an extra ‘eight or ten days’.270 Is this so 
different from Les Barbus and the Lukasbund’s responses to the contemporary emergence of 
faithful antique engravings? Was Hunt’s The Awakening Conscience – with its gauche 
Victorian interior, mass-produced trinkets and contemporary subject of the kept-mistress – not 
just as committed a depiction of the present as Boccioni’s The City Rises? While the Futurists 
presented a new Italy of industry, the Pre-Raphaelites sometimes saw fit to present a new 
England of iniquity, notably in Gabriel Rossetti’s depiction of a prostitute in Found (Fig.31).	
The Futurists’ politicisation again fails to be a distinguishing factor; I have explored how the 
earlier movements viewed their work with a socially constructive aspect. Equally, while 
Futurism’s conservative leanings sit uncomfortably with traditional notions of avant-gardism, we 
have had this same issue in the Lukasbund and Les Barbus’ conservative religious 
preoccupations.271 
 
Furthermore, the language used by the Futurists to present their ideologies often 
uncannily echoes that which is used by earlier movements. Marinetti’s comparison of an artist’s 
reliance on academic models to the ‘over-protectiveness of parents’ recalls Overbeck’s belief 
that these students ‘will turn out to be like a child who always holds on to others’.272 The 
Futurists’ language of destruction is preceded by Quays, who urged his followers that the ‘false 
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masterpieces’ in the galleries should be ‘burned and destroyed’.273 Perhaps what is most 
important, however, is the Futurist artists’ treatment of the past compared to Marinetti’s. 
Marinetti’s writings are no less than a blanket dismissal of the past, claiming ‘we, the powerful 
young Futurists, don’t want to have anything to do with it’.274 However, the Futurist painters’ first 
manifesto more specifically attacks tropes going back to the sixteenth century, following 
Raphael. 
 
We are sickened by the foul laziness of artists, who, ever since the sixteenth century, 
have endlessly exploited the glories of the ancient Romans.275 
 
This sentence could have easily appeared in the writings of Les Barbus, the Lukasbund or the 
Pre-Raphaelites. When Futurism became a movement in the visual arts, it may be seen as more 
akin to these other movements, in wanting to do away with centuries of poor art, rather than 
the entire past. To argue that Italian Futurism is divorced from the previous movements in this 
study, in its closeness to popular theory on avant-gardism, is to create problems which are 
resolved by understanding it in continuum with these earlier permutations of the same impulse. 
 
Galvanising the Public: Seratas, ‘Crowd Theory’ and Performed Collectivism 
 
Compared to the earlier avant-garde movements in this study, the Italian Futurists are 
characterized by their aggressive engagement with the public; an exploration of this, and its 
relationship with their collectivism, is necessary to understand their use of propaganda. 
Marinetti’s desire to introduce the ‘slap and the punching fist’ to the movement would not only 
take place in their aggressive manifestos, but in the concert hall and on the street.276 After 
Ardengo Soffici’s savage review of the first Futurist exhibition in Le Voce, Carrà claims that the 
Futurists tracked him to a Florentine café, where Boccioni gave him a ‘hearty slap’; this 
initiated two mass brawls and, subsequently, a discussion over ideals which led Soffici’s 
Florentine circle to declare their allegiance to Futurism.277 
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Futurism’s engagement with the public may be seen as influenced by newly-popularised 
theories on crowd psychology. Gustave Le Bon’s influential Psychologie des Foules (1895) 
suggested that, in a crowd, the members uniformly enter a state of ‘excessive suggestibility’ 
comparable to hypnosis, becoming strongly influenced by images, narratives and repetition. 
Above all, he claims the crowd is ‘only impressed by excessive sentiments’, and that an orator 
must employ ‘violent affirmations’ to manipulate them.278 Poggi suggests Marinetti knew this 
text, noting his use of the title ‘psychology of crowds’ in a 1900 essay, and it outlines a view 
which the artists appear to have shared.279 Carrà’s claim that people would rush to their seratas 
‘so as to lose even the most elementary logical good sense’ indicates a view similar to Le Bon.280 
Boccioni’s pre-Futurist Agitated Crowd Surrounding a High Equestrian Monument presents an 
aristocratic rabble (rather than one of the recent workers’ riots), as an apparent statement that 
the crowd’s primal condition transcends class distinctions (Fig.32). 
 
This understanding of ‘the crowd’ as more suggestible and violently energetic than the 
individuals comprising it was crucial to the seratas. Persuasive declamations of Futurist ideals, 
employing ‘excessive sentiments’ and the rhetorical techniques advocated by Le Bon, were 
combined with efforts to drive the audience into rioting, thereby breaking their lethargy and 
engaging them with immediacy. This is typified by Marinetti’s report of the second serata, held 
in Milan on 15 February 1910. Marinetti appears onstage with the other Futurists, wearing a 
tuxedo to differentiate himself from the audience. He opens with a presentation of ‘the Futurist 
proposals for an artistic literary revolution in Italy and the world’, and Armando Mazza reads 
the founding manifesto aloud. This is followed by an inflammatory anti-Austrian poem by 
Michelangelo Zimolo; after Milan’s police commissioner quietly threatens to arrest Marinetti if 
he doesn’t stop Zimolo, Marinetti rushes forward with the others and repeatedly screams 
‘“Dowwwwnnnn with Austria”’, inciting a mass-brawl.281 From their first seratas alongside 
Marinetti, the artists conformed to this twofold model of crowd engagement: persuasion and 
confrontation. At one serata, Carrà recounts reading a persuasive speech about deficiencies in 
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art and criticism; at another, he engages in a riot and is almost killed by a flying stool.282 While 
Les Barbus had believed in presenting their ideologies in ‘the envelope of beauty’, the Futurists 
may be regarded as having enclosed theirs in ‘the punching fist’.  
 
The seratas illuminate the Italian Futurists’ approach to collectivism. According to 
Carrà, this was ‘absolutely free and informal’; ‘no agreement was signed, no oath was made’ as 
it expanded to include new members and branches.283 While this is very different from the 
strictly-regulated closeness of the Lukasbund or Pre-Raphaelites, the Futurists’ public 
appearance as a unified group was crucial to their identity. As we have seen, they appeared 
onstage together at seratas, exhibited as a collective, travelled together and fought together 
(Fig.33). They engaged in communal publicity stunts, such as their campaign of dropping 
copies of ‘Against Past Loving Venice’ onto the Venetian public from a clock tower, and 
frequently posed for photographs as a group (Fig.34).284 This desire to present themselves as a 
collective will be seen to underpin the manifestos, which were frequently a collaborative 
practice. Like the Lukasbund’s charter or the Pre-Raphaelites’ ‘List of Immortals’, the 
manifestos were typically co-signed by the members to assert their ideological unification; a 
prominent example is the ‘Futurist Political Program’ (1913), purporting to be signed by the 
‘governing group’ of Marinetti, Boccioni, Carrà and Russolo (Fig.35). While their collectivism 
was different in nature to that of the earlier groups in this study, it was just as integral to their 
revolution. 
 
Manifestos and Lacerba: The Artists Become Fully-Fledged Propagandists 
 
While ‘The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism’ was penned by a poet whose knowledge of 
painting (according to Carrà) ‘did not exceed that of the literary commune at that time’, it 
extends itself to all forms of art.285 The Futurist painters certainly regarded it as pertaining to 
‘every creative artist today’.286 Marinetti’s text therefore constitutes the first artist’s manifesto, 
establishing (as Alex Danchev asserts) ‘a new genre… in artistic expression’, along with the 
‘template’ which would be subsequently followed, not least by the Futurist painters 
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themselves.287 This section will explore this new genre’s roots in propaganda and advertisement, 
its development by Marinetti, and its use by the Futurist artists to advance their revolution. 
 
 By the time of Marinetti’s writing, ‘The Communist Manifesto’ (1848) had only recently 
become disseminated in Italian. Marcello Musto notes that the first Italian translations did not 
appear until 1889, by which time there had been 21 editions in German, 11 in French and 8 in 
English.288 With James Martin highlighting its effective use of ‘vivid phrases’, ‘strikingly posed 
aphorisms’ and rich dramatic ‘narratives’ to present its arguments, ‘The Communist Manifesto’ 
may be seen as a prescient masterclass in Le Bon’s theories of persuasive language in 
Psychologie des Foules.289 It is striking that Le Bon’s text should appear around the same time, 
and in the very same year as Antonio Labriola’s seminal study of the manifesto (‘In memoria 
del Manifesto dei comunisti’), regarded by Musto as Marxism’s true introduction to Italy.290 Le 
Bon’s text had also heralded new theories in print advertising, such as Walter Dill Scott’s 
Theory of Advertising (1903), which may have further influenced Marinetti. Carrà himself 
claims ‘the advertising side of the literary field’ was appreciated by Marinetti, citing his use of 
‘the common methods of commerce’ to give Futurism an ‘‘American’’ character.291 Scott’s view 
of the audience’s mind as ‘suggestible rather than reasonable’ recalls Le Bon’s theory of the 
crowd, as do his recommendations of simplicity, repetition and emotional intensity.292 In The 
Psychology of Advertising (1908), he notably elaborates on the ‘social illusion’ of repeated 
messages, which become difficult to distinguish from the advice of friends.293 This would later 
be practiced by the Futurist painters in their repetition of themselves across manifestos (the 
fifth point in their first manifesto is re-used as the third declaration in the technical manifesto) 
and of Marinetti’s founding principles.294 A more obvious example of Scott’s influence may be 
the use of the large, heavy typeface he recommends, which introduces almost all Futurist 
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manifestos (Fig.35).295 Other examples include Giuseppe Prezzolini’s 1907 L’arte di persadere, 
highlighted by Matthew Mclendon as advocating the persuasive value of the false-narrative, or 
‘lie’.296 Marinetti’s innovation not only appeared shortly after the quintessential manifesto’s 
dissemination in Italian, but amidst new theories on how literature could galvanise the public.  
 
 ‘The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism’ may be seen to borrow from these 
principles, first in opening with a powerfully cinematic preface recalling the ‘spectre’ in ‘The 
Communist Manifesto’: 
 
My friends and I stayed up all night, sitting beneath the lamps of a mosque, whose star-
studded filigreed brass domes resembled our souls… For many hours, we’d been… 
debating at the uttermost boundaries of logic and filling up masses of paper with our 
frenetic writings. 297 
 
Here, the reader is positioned amongst a group of friends agreeing on the principles presented 
to them, thereby implicating the reader in the ‘We’ used to open seven of the manifesto’s 
eleven points.298 Vivid images predominate, and are used to present the Futurist vanguard as 
‘magnificent beacons or guards in forward positions, facing an enemy of hostile stars’.299 
Repetition figures heavily, as in the repeated closing phrase ‘we fling our challenge at the stars!’, 
as do ‘excessive sentiments’ and orders to riot reminiscent of the seratas: ‘Divert the canals so 
they can flood the museums!... Oh, what a pleasure it is to see those revered old canvases, 
washed out and tattered’.300 What is perhaps most persuasive is the text’s use of narrative, 
valued by Le Bon and Scott. Martin Puchner notes the theatrical narrative thrust of ‘The 
Communist Manifesto’, presenting history as needing to move via a ‘crisis, which is also a 
peripeteia’ to reach a ‘resolution’.301 While Marinetti’s manifesto similarly does this with the 
crisis in art, it also presents its ideas in an internal narrative: the kind of false-narrative suggested 
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by Prezzolini. The Corriere della Sera reports that Marinetti and an accompanying mechanic 
had a car accident on 15 October 1908, after pulling an evasive manoeuvre to avoid a cyclist 
and flying into a ditch.302 As Poggi notes, Marinetti recasts this experience in the ‘Maternal 
ditch’ as a vivid allegory for his own rebirth as a Futurist, and Italy’s proposed revival: he 
introduces two ‘wobbling’ cyclists (to convey the indecisiveness of the past), replaces the 
mechanic with his co-conspirators, and claims he was driving with reckless abandon prior to 
seeing the cyclists.303 It thereby becomes a more effective allegory for the confrontation of new 
and old technologies, and provides his declamation of Futurist principles with a dramatic 
backdrop whilst presenting the very ‘love of danger’ and ‘beauty of speed’ exhorted by the 
manifesto.304 ‘The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism’, then, may be seen to combine the 
form of ‘The Communist Manifesto’ with emergent theories on how to persuade the public. 
 
 The Futurist artists’ grasp of this language and these influences should not be attributed 
exclusively to Marinetti. Severini suggests he and Boccioni were readers of Marx, Engels and 
Labriola when they were in Rome together, and Boccioni’s letter from 2 September 1902 to 
give Severini ‘comforting news’ of plans to ‘throw into the Tiber… all of the Madonnas existing 
in the museums and churches’ is pure Marinetti.305 However, the shaping of their own 
manifesto was clearly mediated by the poet, who assisted its production. The ‘Manifesto of the 
Futurist Painters’ employs the same, repeated presentation of a collective (‘We will fight… We 
rebel against… We consider…’) in which the reader is implicated as ‘Comrades’.306 It uses 
similarly confrontational language and excessive sentiments, concluding in telling its readers to 
‘Make room for youth, for violence, for daring!’, and a similar juxtaposition of images: ‘the 
feverish figures of the bon viveur’ and ‘gouty academics’.307 Next to Marinetti’s text, however, it 
makes the same general arguments without the poet’s dramatic power and violent conviction. 
 
By their next effort, ‘Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto’, they have produced 
something immeasurably closer to the rhetorical efficacy of Marinetti’s writing, but crucially 
distinct from it and all the other works of artistic propaganda in this study so far: this manifesto 
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does not merely present ideals on which to base a new artistic practice, but instructions for the 
practice itself. The language is more vivid and confrontational, opening with a narrative preface 
in which they recount their ‘legendary’ serata ‘in the limelight of the Chiarella Theatre’, in 
which they exchanged ‘knocks… to protect from certain death the genius of Italian art’.308 Their 
notions of putting ‘the spectator in the centre of the picture’ and presenting ‘dynamic sensation’ 
rather than ‘a fixed moment in universal dynamism’ are enclosed in vivid, energetic narrative: 
 
The sixteen people around you in a rolling motor bus are in turn and at the same time 
one, ten, four, three; they are motionless and they change places; they come and go, 
bound into the street, are suddenly swallowed up by the sunshine, then come back and 
sit before you, like persistent symbols of universal vibration.309 
 
This use of the manifesto to disseminate artistic instruction is furthered by Carrà’s The 
Painting of Sounds, Noises and Smells (1913). Framing itself in a historical narrative recalling 
Ruskin’s Edinburgh Lecture on Pre-Raphaelitism, it begins engagingly: ‘Before the nineteenth 
century, painting was a silent art’.310 Vivid imagery, the collective identification as ‘We Futurists’, 
the language of ‘destroying’ and repetition are all used in communicating concrete artistic 
theories.311 However, this shows even more conviction than the technical manifesto. 
 
 THE PAINTING OF SOUNDS, NOISES AND SMELLS DESIRES 
1. Reds, rrrrrreds, the rrrrreddest rrrrrrreds that shouuuuuuut. 
2. Greens, that can never be greener, greeeeeeeeeeeeens that screeeeeeam…312 
 
Its concluding statements have the same conviction, claiming the artist must become ‘a vortex 
of sensation’ (foreshadowing Vorticism) and that ‘In order to achieve this total painting… you 
must paint, as drunkards sing and vomit, sounds, noises and smells!’.313  
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This manifesto would appear in Lacerba, a publication crucially associated with 
Futurism. It was founded on 1 January 1913 by Soffici and Giovanni Papini after they left Le 
Voce. Hulten asserts that while ‘it was not a Futurist magazine’, it gave space to discussions 
around the movement and became ‘the essential organ of Futurist theory, journalism and 
creativity’.314 The engagement of the Futurist artists in this publication constitutes a further 
development in the movement’s use of public literature to advance itself. Acting as a platform 
for manifestos such as Carrà’s, it also became a vehicle for essays defending Futurism such as 
Boccioni’s ‘The Circle Does Not Close’ (1914), or ‘The Futurists Plagiarised in France’.315 
While Lacerba collapsed in 1915, it emboldened them to produce further writings such as 
Boccioni’s Pittura sculptura futuriste, argued by Marianne W. Martin to have ‘far outshone’ 
Soffici’s Cubismo e futurismo of the same year.316  
The Italian Futurist artists’ use of the manifesto constitutes a major step in the pattern 
identified by this study, in which propagandist literature is increasingly used to identify and 
expound the collectivist avant-garde art movement. In Les Barbus, the Lukasbund and The 
Pre-Raphaelites, their identity and ideals were principally asserted in the public consciousness 
by advocative, affiliated writers: Nodier, Schlegel and Ruskin. In the Futurist artists’ use of the 
manifesto, the painters definitively step out of the propagandist writer’s shadow, using the same 
materials to establish a potent and instructive body of written propaganda. They disseminated 
not only ideologies, but the basis for their aesthetic program. In this, they used propagandist 
literature to do what could only be done by the artists themselves. 
314 Pontus Hulten, Futurism & Futurisms (London: Thames and Hudson, 1987), p.499. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
	
THE VORTICISTS 
 
The avant-garde fully realises the power of propagandist literature,  
and recognises its place amongst other movements. 
	
Introduction 
	
In 1914, a collective of writers and artists in England founded Vorticism, the central engine of 
which would be their publication Blast. While Blast may be seen in continuum with The Germ 
and Futurist manifestos, it would have a more complex, symbiotic relationship with its 
movement than simply identifying and disseminating its aesthetic program. Blast became the 
means through which Vorticism itself developed, locating itself within a developing milieu of 
avant-gardism and propaganda. Here, the collectivist avant-garde art movement truly realised 
the power of propagandist literature to shape its identity. Furthermore, this identity would not 
simply be a revolution in art history, but a revolution in a history of other artistic revolutions. 
 
 Blast’s publication was shortly followed by the outbreak of the First World War, which 
paralysed – for some time – this blooming period of avant-gardism in Europe. By the armistice, 
Vorticism had effectively suffered the same fate as Italian Futurism’s first wave. This provides 
both a natural and climactic point at which to conclude this study: a collectivist avant-garde art 
movement was now a self-recognising phenomenon, and had made propagandist literature its 
keystone. I will begin by establishing Vorticism’s context, before exploring Blast’s complex 
relationship with the movement. I will then explore how far the new climate of European avant-
gardism drove the Vorticists’ collectivism, and was smothered by the war. 
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The Vorticists 
 
1910 to 1914 were, as Charles Petrie has termed them, ‘very militant years’ in England.317 
Workers’ strikes proliferated, tensions grew with Ireland over Home Rule, and Suffragette 
violence dramatically rose.318 The preceding Edwardian period had been one of artistic 
stagnancy, with Royal Academy Art still constituting, as David Bomberg would recall, ‘the 
public conception of What Art Should Be In England’.319 In literature, Ezra Pound makes 
telling use of Pre-Raphaelite slang in calling the writers of this time ‘slosh’.320 As the climate 
changed, however, Petrie suggests a new ‘violence of expression’ entered the arts.321 
 
The revolutionary forms of new European avant-gardes consequently began to gain 
traction in England. Marinetti first visited London to expound Futurism in April 1910, and in 
November Roger Fry opened his seminal exhibition ‘Manet and the Post-Impressionists’.322 
This was heavily criticised, with a letter to Nation urging its closure as ‘disease and pestilence 
are apt to spread’ (recalling the Allgemeine Zeitung review’s presentation of the Lukasbund’s 
techniques as ‘parasitic plants’).323 Their fears would be realised. When Fry held his second 
post-impressionist exhibition in 1912, it featured artists from a growing English avant-garde, 
many of whom would join his Omega Workshops (founded in July 1913) to produce work for 
an increasingly receptive public.324 
 
 In October, Wyndham Lewis, Edward Wadsworth, Cuthbert Hamilton and Frederick 
Etchells defected from Fry’s studio with an open letter, attacking it as unconducive to ‘any 
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vigorous art-instinct’.325 The following spring, Lewis began managing the short-lived Rebel Arts 
Centre, which became a lodestone for what would eventually constitute Vorticism’s nucleus: 
the Fry rebels, Jessie Dismorr, Helen Saunders, Henri Gaudier-Brzeska and Ezra Pound 
(Fig.36).326 On 7 June 1914, Marinetti and his English disciple Christopher Nevinson released 
the manifesto ‘Vital English Art’, which effectively presented the R.A.C. circle as an English 
extension of Futurism. The artists responded by publicly declaring themselves Vorticists and 
publishing Blast as their manifesto; while it is dated 20 June 1914, Michael E. Leveridge claims 
it actually appeared around 1 July 1914.327 The imminent outbreak of the First World War 
ultimately led to their dispersal; only one further Blast, a ‘War Number’, was published 2 July 
1915. 
 
 At the time, Vorticism was widely viewed in continuum with contemporary European 
avant-gardes (chiefly Cubism, Expressionism and Futurism), with the New Yorker calling it 
their ‘sure conclusion’.328 However, as several of its affiliates embraced far-right politics (deemed 
‘antithetical’ to the progressive orientation associated with modernism), Mark Antliff suggests 
Vorticism became marginalised in art history as ‘aberrant’.329 This was exacerbated by the loss 
of (Richard Cork estimates) roughly half of their works.330 Vorticism has returned to interest in 
recent decades, while Antliff’s 2007 text Avant Garde Fascism asserts that an understanding of 
the ‘profound interrelation’ of modernist art and fascism has gradually become a ‘precondition’ 
of historical studies on modernism.331 By 2000, Paul Edwards declares that Vorticism is ‘now 
recognised as the high-water mark of modernism in England’ until the 1930s, and part of a 
‘Europe-wide rebellion against conventional bourgeois canons of taste’.332 
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Blast: Propagandist Literature Becomes the Movement’s Central Axis 
 
Blast was not initially conceived as a Vorticist manifesto, but as a general avant-garde arts 
publication discussing ‘“Cubism and other aesthetic phenomena”’, as it was announced in The 
New Age (8 January 1914).333 It was not until late in Blast’s development that the R.A.C. coterie 
began to identify as a movement; their aesthetic programme may in fact be seen to have 
developed through its articulation in Blast. As Pound would later recount, ‘the term vorticism 
was a last minute invention’, arising from a need to ‘distinguish what was being done in London 
from continental work’.334 I will later suggest that this was specifically a reaction to being 
effectively declared Futurists by ‘Vital English Art’ (7 June 1914). Adopting this name became a 
means of identifying and organising their commonalities into a coherent movement, for which 
Blast could now become a focused expression. Lewis, Gaudier-Brzeska and Pound all 
produced manifestos establishing their personal interpretation of how the name Vorticism 
related to the coterie’s shared principles. Intended as ‘research… to discover wherein we 
agreed’, it recalls Millais’ apparently-ignored proposition that the Pre-Raphaelites each write a 
definition of their name.335 The resulting three manifestos appear together in Blast’s ‘Vorteces 
and Notes’. 
 
As Pound claims, they do not ‘exactly coincide’.336 Consequently, the points where they 
organically align may be considered defining Vorticist principles. All three exhort an active, 
abstracting control of nature, with Lewis claiming their movement ‘lets Life know its place in a 
Vorticist Universe!’.337 Pound similarly presents them as ‘directing’ perceptions of the world, 
while Gaudier-Brzeska claims ‘we have mastered the elements’.338 In relating shared aesthetic 
principles to their newfound name, all three use the vortex’s centre (the still ‘point of maximum 
energy’) to compare their energised, focused abstraction to the ‘dispersal’ of other avant-
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gardes.339 Lewis’ characterisation of Vorticism with ‘immobile rhythm’ and ‘polished sides’ is 
elevated over ‘Impressionistic fuss’.340 Gaudier-Brzeska claims they have ‘crystallized the sphere 
into the cube’, and Pound asserts a vortex as ‘art before it has spread itself’ into ‘elaboration’: 
the ‘disgorging spray’ of Futurism and other avant-gardes are considered ‘corpses’ of vortices.341 
While the Futurists’ collaboratively-written manifestos constituted a unified expression of 
identity, Blast presents three Vorticists’ individual perspectives on their newly-christened 
movement, as a means of constructing their identity publicly and internally. 
 
Blast was also, however, concerned with being impactful. Wees notes that, especially 
when compared to contemporary avant-garde magazines such as Poetry and Blue Review, it is 
‘exceedingly brash’ (Figs.37, 38, 39). The bright cerise cover, crossed diagonally by ‘BLAST’ in 
block letters, holds 19 art reproductions, one wood cut and 160 nearly folio-sized pages of 
heavy paper employing a thick typeface.342 Its opening ‘Manifesto’ section is no less arresting, 
with Lewis reimagining the Futurists’ wieldy manifestos as a 32-page chapter; this features two 
sequences of theatrical statements ‘Blasting’ and ‘Blessing’ various subjects, followed by a series 
of bullet-pointed declarations.  
 
This material’s approach to galvanizing the public indicates similar ideas to those of the 
Futurists, Le Bon and Scott. Lewis claims that they require ‘the unconsciousness of humanity – 
their stupidity, animalism and dreams’, recalling Le Bon’s notion of individuals as, in the 
crowd, retreating to a state of reduced consciousness.343 This is furthered in the ‘War Number’ 
story ‘The Crowd Master’, in which Lewis claims that by joining a crowd we ‘shed our small 
skin… and are purged in a big being: an empty throb’.344 When Lewis rewrites part of this story 
in his autobiography Blasting and Bombardiering with many minor (but telling) alterations, he 
clarifies ‘small skin’ as ‘our individual skin’.345 The use of a heavy type exhorted by Scott may 
have been the printer’s decision, but Lewis’ equation in this story of ‘BLAST type’ with ‘the 
giant type reserved for great catastrophes’ (as he would rewrite it) indicates its intended effect 
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on a suggestible public consciousness.346 Accordingly, Lewis’ language derives much of its 
persuasive effect from aggression and ‘excessive sentiments’, setting out as ‘an avenue for… 
vivid and violent ideas’.347 In attacking Victorianism, he urges readers to ‘wring the neck of all 
sick inventions born in that progressive white wake’.348 The manifesto is also replete with the 
vivid imagery advocated by Le Bon and Scott, presenting Victorianism as a ‘vampire’ which 
‘sucks the town’s heart’, and the modern artist as a ‘savage’ in a jungle of ‘steel trees’.349  
 
This language contributes to Blast’s efforts to present Vorticism as a revolutionary 
avant-garde movement. It attacks the ‘sacripant past’, claims ‘art education… tends to destroy 
the creative instinct’, and praises fellow revolutionaries such as the suffragettes and Ulsterites 
(‘Blessing’ Edward Carson).350 Lewis also achieves this through vivid metaphors, ‘Blasting’ 
England’s weather for its ‘lazy air’ and ‘officious mountains’ which ‘keep back Drastic Winds’; 
this forms an attack on artistic stagnancy, criticising the ‘drizzle’ of Robert Bridges’ poetry and 
urging ‘necessary blizzards’.351 
 
Blast also employs these techniques to advance the coterie’s common aesthetic beliefs. 
In ‘Blessing’ hairdressers for trimming ‘retrograde growths into clean arched shapes and 
angular plots’, Lewis advocates their interest in presenting the world through geometric 
abstraction.352 Despite various differences, Wadsworth’s Radiation and Lewis’ Plan of War both 
convey movement through sharply-intersecting geometric forms (Figs.40, 41). They do not 
simply apply geometric properties to a moving object, as in Balla’s Velocity of an Automobile, 
or employ the impressionistic ‘dispersal’ of Boccioni’s The City Rises. Gaudier-Brzeska’s ‘War 
Number’ piece from the trenches elaborates on this: as a Vorticist, he will derive and present 
his emotions through the ‘arrangement of surfaces’.353 He claims a German encampment on a 
hill makes him nervous ‘solely because its gentle slopes are broken up by earth-works’, while he 
expresses a ‘gentler order of feeling’ by carving a ‘simple composition of lines and planes’ into 
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the butt of a stolen Mauser.354 This is also conveyed through Blast’s geometric typography, 
introduced in the manifesto ‘Blasting’ England (Fig.42). While this was likely based on 
Apollinaire’s ‘Caligrammes’, with the ‘Blast’ and ‘Bless’ sequences recalling ‘L’Antitradizione 
Futurista’, Blast’s arrangement of fevered language into geometric forms articulates the artists’ 
use of rigid abstraction to present the dynamic world (Fig.43).  
 
In fact, the real world and abstraction are presented by Lewis as necessarily interrelated. 
In ‘“Life is the Important Thing!”’, the dismissal of abstraction as cold intellectualism is 
rebuked by Lewis, claiming it presents ‘another Life, as necessary to existence as the former’.355 
Similarly, in ‘Futurism, Magic and Life’, he declares the ‘finest Art is not pure Abstraction, nor 
is it unorganised life’.356 This is suggested in Pound and Gaudier-Brzeska’s references to 
abstraction in the ‘Vorteces’ to be something all three identify with their circle’s interests: 
positioning the interrelated principles of ‘life’ and ‘Abstraction’ against each other. 
 
This is conveyed most powerfully in Blast through Lewis’ experimental play ‘Enemy of 
the Stars’. This text baffled Blast’s critics, with even the sympathetic Richard Aldington 
admitting to have not understood it.357 Comparing it to modernist closet dramas, Puchner 
asserts it was clearly made ‘without… a thought towards possible production’, with Lewis telling 
the reader it will be acted ‘by you and me’.358 While Wees has regarded the play’s structuring 
through ‘spatial fragments’ as an attempt to convey the interlocked facets of Vorticist paintings, 
its setting is also replete with Vorticism’s geometric shapes and unnatural colours.359 The ‘beer-
coloured sky’ with its ‘immense lines bent like whalebones’ may invite comparisons to the 
tones and bending lines of Lewis’ 1913 Composition (Fig.44).360 ‘Enemy of the Stars’, like 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s ‘Hand and Soul’ in The Germ, may be considered an extended 
allegory for the group’s aesthetic programme. Its conceptual core is the relationship between 
the two protagonists: the ‘immense collapse of chronic philosophy’ Arghol, and the gruff, 
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materialistic Hanp.361 If they represent, respectively, abstraction and ‘the real world’, this is 
conveyed in the stylistic differences between the play’s two acts, named ‘Argol’ (an unexplained 
misspelling) and ‘Hanp’. In the ‘Argol’ act, which is structured as a sequence of titled scenes, 
the language is aggressively abstract, featuring phrases such as ‘Throats iron eternities, drinking 
heavy radiance, limbs towers of blatant light’.362 When we move to Hanp’s act, composed of 
numbered chapters, the language immediately becomes more naturalistic: ‘Hanp comes out of 
the hut, coughing like a goat, rolling a cigarette’.363 However, as the second act develops through 
Hanp and Arghol’s actions, it becomes increasingly abstract. This culminates in a fight, after 
which Arghol identifies Hanp as a second Arghol in a dream sequence.364 Hanp then kills the 
sleeping Arghol, but a consequent ‘rapid despair’ makes him commit suicide.365 Through this, 
‘Abstraction’ and ‘life’ are presented as interrelated and interdependent, opposing and 
enriching each other to produce Vorticist art. Lewis expands on this in his ‘War Number’ essay 
‘A Review of Contemporary Art’. He claims they must ‘strive to enrich abstraction till it’s 
almost plain life’, or rather identify the ‘shaping power amongst [material life’s] vibrations’ so 
they can abstract it.366 
Both issues of Blast also seek to differentiate Vorticism from Futurism. By this time, 
Futurism was a ubiquitous presence in England, which reviewers generally considered Blast 
derivative of. The ‘War Number’ quotes a Morning Post review of the first issue as ‘not easily 
distinguished from the words and works of Marinetti’s disciples’, while the New York Times 
outright branded it a ‘rather dull imitation’.367 This ignores the extent to which Futurism is 
attacked in Blast’s ‘Vorteces’ and ‘Long live the Vortex’, which were evidently created after they 
adopted their name and began asserting their independence. Futurism’s approach to dynamism 
is undermined, and distinguished from their own, as impressionistic ‘dispersal’: Lewis calls it 
‘Impressionism up-to-date’ and Pound calls it ‘accelerated impressionism’.368 Blast dismisses 
Futurism’s prizing of machines as subject-matter, with Lewis claiming Vorticists don’t make a 
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‘hullo-bulloo about motor cars’.369 In his autobiography, Lewis presents himself explaining to 
Marinetti that they’ve ‘had machines here in England for a donkey’s years. They’re no novelty 
to us’.370 In Speculations, the peripheral Vorticist T.E. Hulme provides a clear distinction: the 
new art’s aim was not to ‘beautify machinery’, but to employ the complex geometric forms 
‘associated in our minds with the idea of machinery’.371 
This indicates a wider refusal to be purely representative, and Blast’s distinction of 
Vorticism from European movements. ‘Long Live the Vortex’ declares that ‘we are not 
Naturalists, Impressionists or Futurists… and do not depend on the appearance of the world’.372 
In ‘A Review of Contemporary Art’, Lewis provides a detailed exploration of other 
movements, declaring Vorticism to be ‘so distinctive’ amongst them that it needs ‘a distinctive 
tag’.373 Expressionism is dismissed as ‘ethereal and cloud-like’, Futurism as ‘too observant, 
impressionist and scientific’, and Cubism for its ‘relaxed initiative’ in using posed models.374 
Both of Blast’s issues understood Vorticism as existing amongst other avant-gardes, locating it 
within the same revolutionary milieu whilst asserting its independence. 
Blast also distinguishes itself, as a body of artistic propaganda, from the Futurists’ 
manifestos. After the first issue was attacked as derivative of Futurist propaganda, the ‘War 
Number’ sees Lewis attack it. In ‘A Review of Contemporary Art’, Lewis claims that the 
Futurists’ art is ‘prejudiced by Marinetti’s propaganda’, which is ‘tyrannically literary’.375 
Elsewhere, he claims they are ‘too much theorists and propagandists’, allowing their teachings 
‘to be a tyrant to themselves’.376 This presentation of Futurist propaganda’s ‘tyrannical’ 
relationship with their art distinguishes it from Blast, which he emphasises is run by artists who 
are ‘only incidentally Propagandists’.377 Similarly, his claim that ‘Futurist propaganda… would 
tend to destroy initiative and development’ echoes his remark in the first issue that art 
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education ‘tends to destroy the creative instinct’, associating it with a stifling, formulaic agenda.378 
This is something Blast could claim to be innocent of, with its first issue emphasising its focus 
on the individuality of the artists who sign it. In printing the ‘Vorteces’, Blast demonstrates how 
Vorticism’s identity developed organically through the imperfect cohesion of individuals, 
compared to the unanimous dogmas of the Futurist manifestos. While Romani and Bonzagni’s 
refusal to sign ‘Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto’ saw them replaced, Pound asserts that 
the Vorticists were not expected to compromise their individuality for a ‘formula’.379 
 
As a collaborative project by the R.A.C. circle, Blast became a means of identifying 
their imperfect commonalities and crystallising them (under their new name), into an aesthetic 
programme. In the process, it distinguished Vorticism from other avant-gardes, and Blast from 
the Futurist propaganda it mined. A body of propagandist literature was no longer an 
appendage or advertisement for an avant-garde movement, but its central axis. 
 
Collectivism in Response to Avant-Gardism 
 
While collectivism in the earlier movements in this study was largely a reaction to climates 
which stifled experimentation, Vorticism’s crystallization into a movement may be attributed to 
the growing influence of Futurism in a fruitful moment for avant-garde art. 
 
 From 1910 to 1914, Wees claims England’s artistic landscape became characterised by 
the formation of numerous, largely-oppositional coteries.380 This is exemplified by how the Fry-
rebels were able to exhibit with another London avant-garde coterie (the Camden Town 
Group) within two months of leaving the Omega group.381 The Omega Workshops exemplified 
the avant-garde artist’s growing access to support, work and publicity. The congregation of 
artists around the R.A.C. in 1914, then, was not unusual in the manner of previous movements. 
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 In April 1913, Severini wrote to Marinetti about his new friend Nevinson, claiming he 
would ‘put himself at your service for any purpose you may deem useful’.382 Indeed, Nevinson’s 
The Departure of the Train de Luxe (1913) would be termed by Frank Rutter ‘the first English 
Futurist picture’ (Fig.45).383 Lewis similarly fell under Marinetti’s spell that summer, albeit 
temporarily; together, along with the other Fry-rebels, they hosted a dinner in Marinetti’s 
honour on 18 November. During the dinner, Nevinson reports that Marinetti reiterated a 
standing ‘desire to… be our continental guide’.384 From the end of 1913, Nevinson helped Lewis 
(who was increasingly ill-disposed to Marinetti) plan Blast, before dropping out in February.385 
Newspaper announcements from 8 January 1914 and 1 April 1914, either side of Nevinson’s 
defection, indicate that Blast was going to be a general avant-garde arts publication, rather than 
an expression of a specific movement; while the April announcement declares plans for a 
manifesto, this would discuss ‘Cubism, Futurism, Imagisme and all Vital Forms of Modern 
Art’.386 
 
On 7 June 1914, The Observer published Marinetti and Nevinson’s ‘Vital English Art’. 
This manifesto established the Futurists’ plans to create ‘a powerful advance guard’ in England, 
urging that the public defend ‘the great Futurist painters or pioneers and advance-forces of vital 
English Art’, listing the members of the R.A.C. circle.387 Co-signed by Marinetti from the ‘Italian 
Futurist Movement (Milan)’ and Nevinson from ‘Art Rebel Centre (London)’, the manifesto 
effectively declared that the Rebel Art Centre coterie were English Futurists operating under 
Marinetti.388 
 
It appears that they immediately contacted the press to announce Vorticism as 
dissociated from Futurism, and Blast as its manifesto. A sudden spate of notices in the national 
press appear from 11 June 1914, including a Daily Express article entitled ‘The Coming Blast’ 
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and a Globe notice on ‘“Vorticism”’.389 This announcement appears to have included an 
advertisement for Blast published in the Times on 12 June 1914 (the Daily Express article 
from the previous day had quoted it), declaring it ‘The Manifesto of the Vorticists, The English 
Parallel Movement to Cubism and Expressionism’ and the ‘Death Blow to Impressionism and 
Futurism’.390 That same day, Lewis assembled a group of ‘anti-futurists’ (including Hulme, 
Epstein, Etchells, Gaudier-Brzeska and Wadsworth) to heckle Marinetti and Nevinson’s 
appearance at the Doré, creating a ‘confused uproar’.391 Kate Lechemere later recounted that 
Nevinson referred to the dissenters’ newly-publicised name in his speech; his mispronunciation 
of it as ‘Vortickiste’ prompted furious corrections from Gaudier-Brzeska.392 Art historians and 
the Vorticists themselves are vague on when they adopted their name, with Wees simply 
placing it ‘sometime between April and June 1914’.393 I do not believe it has been previously 
postulated that the name Vorticism was adopted in direct response to the publication of ‘Vital 
English Art’. This would date it to between 7 and 11 June 1914, conforming to the late coinage 
recalled by Pound and the investigations into Blast’s gradual assembly by Edwards and others. 
At the very least, there is no public declaration of Vorticism (and Blast’s role as its manifesto) 
until the flurry of announcements following ‘Vital English Art’. Consequently, Vorticism’s self-
declaration as a cohesive movement (and the resultant nature of Blast) may be considered a 
reaction to new forces in avant-garde art. 
 
The First World War 
 
Just weeks after Blast’s launch, England declared war on Germany (4 August 1914). The 
ensuing conflict would see Europe’s vibrant avant-garde landscape go into decline for many 
years. In this final section, I will discuss the influence of the war on Blast, Vorticism, and the 
European avant-garde.  
 
Lewis recounts that ‘no sooner had I become famous… than the War came with a 
crash, and with it, when I joined the army, I was in a sense plunged back into anonymity’.394 As 
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Douglas Mao has observed, this compresses the 18 months that passed between the war’s 
outbreak and Lewis’ enlistment.395 In that period, Blast and Vorticism underwent tremendous 
change. Most of the Vorticists remained in England to exhibit at the London Group Exhibition 
in January 1915, by which time publications such as The Saturday Review expressed waning 
interest in ‘the Vorticists, or whatever they used to call themselves’.396 The Manchester 
Guardian located this within a wider disillusionment with avant-gardism, claiming that while it 
was ‘easy to feel defiant’ when the ‘enemy was convention’, the war had already made it 
‘difficult… to see any art as daring and as strange’.397 Jonathan Black notes that the first Vorticist 
exhibition (10 June 1915) and Blast’s ‘War Number’ coincided with a dramatic rise in British 
casualties, to the detriment of their press-coverage. 
 
The ‘War Number’ recognised that circumstances had changed. Lewis’ editorial 
acknowledges that Blast ‘finds itself surrounded by a multitude of other Blasts’. As Lewis would 
recount, Blast’s first issue had reflected the ‘bloodless brawl’ of pre-war England, which was 
‘full of sound and fury’ without imminent danger: its aggression induced excitement precisely 
because people ‘felt as safe as houses’.398 The ‘War Number’ necessarily changed tact, going so 
far as to thank Germany for its services to Science and Art.399 It is a somber affair, with Gaudier-
Brzeska’s account of ‘the chaos of war’ appearing alongside a notice that the author had died in 
action.400 The typographical innovations are virtually absent. The cover is a black abstract image 
on a brown cover reminiscent of Little Review, and the text itself is dominated by simple prose 
(Fig.46). The new climate produced by the war saw Blast shed most of its first issue’s 
propagandistic fervour, though this supported its dissociation from Futurist propaganda.  
 
This augured the Vorticists’ wider decline in enthusiasm for experimental art. For 
Lewis, who enlisted in the Royal Artillery in 1916, the opposition between abstraction and life 
increasingly favoured the latter. Writing to Pound in June 1917, he claims ‘the imagined thing 
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and the felt are in two different categories. This category has its points’.401 This awakening 
interest in presenting the ‘felt’ saw him move away from abstraction, with his later works as an 
official war-artist, such as Canadian Gun Pit, simply applying geometric qualities to otherwise 
naturalistic figures (Fig.47). Exhibiting these in February 1919, Lewis’ foreword confirmed 
‘experimentation’ has been ‘waived’ in favour of becoming a ‘storyteller’.402 With Blast 
abandoned, Hulme and Gaudier-Brezska dead, and Pound left to keep the movement alive 
single-handedly (he would abandon this by 1920), Vorticism petered out as the war reached its 
height.403 
 
The decline of avant-gardism took place all across Europe. In 1917, an experimentalist 
no less eminent than Augustus Rodin urged artists to ‘abandon all the chimeras coming from a 
sick mind and return to the true ancient tradition’.404 In Cubism and Futurism, however, the 
return was already underway, with Picasso’s 1916 drawing of Apollinaire demonstrating a shift 
towards classicism (Fig.48). The reversal of the Italian Futurists, who had once wished to 
‘glorify war’, was even more dramatic.405 From 1914, Balla produced pro-interventionist 
paintings with an ‘iron conviction’ that even Boccioni considered ‘almost frightening’.406 This 
included Flag at the Country’s Altar, presenting the Italian flag amidst a looming arrangement 
of dark, geometric shapes, representing the growing conflict (Fig.49). Boccioni, Russolo, 
Marinetti and several other Futurists joined the Volunteer Cyclists’ Battalion in July 1915, but 
found themselves in more danger than they expected; in his diary, Boccioni claimed they were 
fighting ‘without the shadow of equipment and training’ (Fig.50).407 At home, Carrà and Severini 
traded Futurism for a more classicized, sentimental style, producing (respectively) Mio Figlio 
and Materinité in 1916, the same year as Picasso’s Appolinaire drawing (Figs.51, 52). Between 
enlisting as an ambulance driver in 1914 and declaring his defection from Futurism in ‘Are 
Futurists Mad?’ (1919), Nevinson’s change of heart can be traced more gradually.408 While his 
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1915 Returning to the Trenches is characteristically Futurist, a year later in La Patrie he simply 
applies geometric qualities to naturalistic figures (Figs.53, 54). By The Harvest of Battle (1919), 
he has abandoned experimentation in favour of academic classicism (Fig.55). Particularly in its 
treatment of landscape (with a plume of smoke filling the sky) one may even be inclined to 
compare this painting to David’s The Intervention of the Sabine Women: the painting which 
incited the avant-garde rebellion that opened this study, over 100 years earlier (Fig.3).  
 
As Karen Orchard claims, the First World War initiated ‘fundamental changes’ in 
Europe’s artistic landscape which ‘the spirit of the pre-war avant-garde had simply not 
survived’.409 This would not be the case forever. Just as Lewis predicted in the ‘War Number’, 
avant-gardism would spring up again after the ‘period of restraint’.410 For now, however, 
Vorticism and Blast were a climactic event. The relationship between the European collectivist 
avant-garde art movement and propagandist literature, which the past century had seen grow 
more important and intense through the iterations I have presented, reached its conclusion just 
as it had begun: through an immense conflict. Propagandist literature had become the central 
axis of a collectivist avant-garde movement, who could now recognise themselves in a new 
history of avant-gardism. Opposed as they were, the Vorticists and Futurists could not feel – as 
Les Barbus, the Lukasbünd and The Pre-Raphaelites felt – that they were alone in their time. 
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CONCLUSION 
Contrary to prevailing discourse, the model of the collectivist avant-garde movement in the 
European visual arts can in fact be traced through concrete historical study to the turn of the 
nineteenth century. As this model recurred in history, up to and including what Bürger termed 
the ‘historical avant-garde’, it adopted an increasingly close relationship with literature 
advancing its programme. 
Les Barbus and the Lukasbund can be considered this model’s first iterations. Their 
appearance together at the turn of the nineteenth century should not be considered arbitrary, 
or their similarities coincidental: both rebellions were catalysed by Pan-European influences, 
including the artist’s shifting place in the emerging free-market, and a clash between stifling 
academic mores and the rise of primitivism (in both art and philosophy). This climate provided 
the conditions for young artists to form into collectives and rebel against their places of study, 
with the aim of revolutionising art and society. In both cases, these rebellions were promoted in 
the public consciousness principally through the literature of writers affiliated with them. 
Charles Nodier presents Les Barbus in theatrical, dramatic writings designed to capture the 
public’s imagination, while Friedrich Schlegel’s essay attempts to rally support for the 
Lukasbund through calculated persuasion. 
The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood may consequently be considered an iteration of an 
existing model. While their aesthetic revolution directly recalls that of the previous groups, 
their approach to collectivisation differed in its secret-society pretensions; when it was exposed, 
it made them a subject of national discussion. While their aesthetic programme was principally 
disseminated through the propagandistic writings of John Ruskin (recalling Nodier and 
Schlegel’s efforts), The Germ demonstrates the avant-garde movement’s first significant effort 
to produce propagandist literature of its own. 
While the Italian Futurists are generally considered a foundational, archetypical 
collectivist avant-garde movement, I have shown the extent to which this characterisation 
creates problems which are resolved by placing them in continuum with these earlier iterations 
of the same impulse. In an evolutionary step from the Pre-Raphaelites, the first wave of Italian 
Futurist artists produced propagandist literature in the form of Filippo Marinetti’s manifestos, 
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but stepped out of the writer’s shadow; their manifestos developed the potency of Marinetti’s, 
but with an ideological and aesthetic language unique to the artists themselves. 
 
 Finally, I have established how the Vorticists’ Blast saw a body of propagandist 
literature become the collectivist avant-garde art-movement’s central axis. The movement’s 
wider development and collectivism may be seen as influenced by the Italian Futurists’ growing 
prominence, and the Vorticists’ recognition of themselves in a new avant-garde landscape. 
While the First World War would stifle this experimental impulse for many years, the period 
immediately preceding it saw the collectivist avant-garde art movement begin to recognise itself, 
and fully realise the power of propagandist literature to shape its identity. While this is 
generally the point at which discourse on avant-gardism begins, it may in fact be considered a 
climactic event. By this point, the collectivist European avant-garde art movement had a history, 
and a voice of its own. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Fig. 1: Claude-Henri Watelet, La Font de Saint-Yenne. Etching after design from 
Portien (1750). Acquired from Thomas E. Crowe, Painters and Public Life in 
Eighteenth-Century Paris (New Haven CT: Yale University Press, 2000) p.9. La Font de 
Saint-Yenne is presented derogatorily by the artist, with a blind man’s dog and cane. 
Fig. 2: Louis Lagrenée, L'Amour des Arts console la Peinture des écrits ridicules et 
envenimés de ses ennemis (1781) 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:L%27Amour_des_Arts_console_la_Peintu
re_des_%C3%A9crits_ridicules_et_envenim%C3%A9s_de_ses_ennemis.jpg> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 3: Jacques-Louis David, The Intervention of the Sabine Women (1799) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Intervention_of_the_Sabine_Women#/media/File:
The_Intervention_of_the_Sabine_Women.jpg > [accessed 19 December 2018] 
 
Fig. 4: Paul Duqueylar, Ossian Reciting his Songs (1800) 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duqueylar_Ossian_1800.jpeg> [accessed 
19 December 2018].  
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Fig. 5: Jean Broc, School of Appelles (1800) 
<https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Jean_broc,_la_scuola_di_apelle,_ante_1800,_01.jpg
> [accessed 19 December 2018]
Fig. 6: Raphael, School of Athens (1509-1511) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_School_of_Athens#/media/File:%22The_School_of_
Athens%22_by_Raffaello_Sanzio_da_Urbino.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 7: Joseph-Boniface Franque, The Eruption of Vesuvius (1827) 
<http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/103006.html?mulR=7873591
41%7C2> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
 
Fig. 8: Jacques-Louis David Le Serment Des Horaces (1785) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oath_of_the_Horatii#/media/File:Jacques-
Louis_David,_Le_Serment_des_Horaces.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 9: Franz Pforr Entry of Rudolf I of Habsburg into Basel in the Year 1273  (1808-1810) 
<https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/16/Franz_Pforr_001.jpg> [accessed 
19 December 2018] 
Fig. 10: Johann Friedrich Overbeck’s Emblem for the Lukasbund (1809) 
<http://www.victorianweb.org/painting/german/overbeck/engravings/4.jpg> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] This image may be used without prior 
permission for any scholarly or educational purpose.
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Fig. 11: Joseph Sutter, Charter of the Lukasbund (1809) Acquired from Cordula 
Grewe, The Nazarenes: Romantic Avant-Garde and the Art of Concept 
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2015) p.40. 
Fig. 12: Ferdinand Olivier, Dedication (1823) 
<https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/dedication-page-to-seven-places-in-salzburg-
and-berchtesgaden-a-lithograph-by-ferdinand-olivier/AgEv7TaCLtHJlA> [accessed 
19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 13: Franz Pforr Dürer und Raffael vor dem Throne der Kunst (c.1810). Acquired from 
Lionel Gossman, ‘The Making of a Romantic Icon: The Religious Context of Friedrich 
Overbeck’s ‘Italia und Germania’ in Transactions on the American Philosophical Society, 
New Series, 97:5 (2007), 1-101 (p.30). 
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Fig. 14: Franz Pforr, Allegorie der Freundschaft (1808). Acquired from Lionel Gossman, ‘The Making 
of a Romantic Icon: The Religious Context of Friedrich Overbeck’s ‘Italia und Germania’ in 
Transactions on the American Philosophical Society, New Series, 97:5 (2007), 1-101 (p.35). 
Fig. 15: Johann Friedrich Overbeck Sulamith and Maria (1811). Acquired from Lionel Gossman, ‘The 
Making of a Romantic Icon: The Religious Context of Friedrich Overbeck’s ‘Italia und Germania’ in 
Transactions on the American Philosophical Society, New Series, 97:5 (2007), 1-101 (p.41).  
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Fig. 17: Johann Friedrich Overbeck Italia and Germania (1812-20) 
<https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italia_und_Germania#/media/File:Friedrich_Overbeck_008.jpg> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
Fig. 16: Franz Pforr, Sulamith and Maria (1811). 
<https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulamith_und_Maria#/media/File:Franz_Pforr_-_Shulamit_and_Mary_-
_WGA17402.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 18: Peter von Cornelius et al The Recognition of Joseph by His Brothers (1816-17) < 
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/diglib-
viewimage.pl?SID=20180821761190020&code=&RC=54199&Row=&code=act&return=act> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 19: Raphael, The Transfiguration (1516-1520) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transfiguration_(Raphael)#/media/File:Transfigurazi
one_(Raffaello)_September_2015-1a.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
 
Fig. 20: John Everett Millais, The Carpenter’s Shop (1850) 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:John_Everett_Millais_-
_Christ_in_the_House_of_His_Parents_(%60The_Carpenter%27s_Shop%27)_-
_Google_Art_Project.jpg > [accessed 19 December 2018]	
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Fig. 21: Arthur Hughes after a drawing by William Holman Hunt, The Pre-Raphaelite 
Meeting (1848) <http://www.victorianweb.org/painting/whh/drawings/26.html>  
[accessed 19 December 2018] This image may be used without prior permission for any 
scholarly or educational purpose.
Fig. 22: Fascimile of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood Initials on Millais “Lorenzo and Isabella,” (1848) 
<http://www.rossettiarchive.org/img/prprb.vol1.prb.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 23: William Holman Hunt, The Awakening Conscience (1853) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Awakening_Conscience#/media/File:William_Hol
man_Hunt__The_Awakening_Conscience_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg>  [accessed 19 
December 2018] 
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Fig. 24: William Holman Hunt, The Light of the World (1851-3) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Light_of_the_World_(painting)#/media/File:Hunt_
Light_of_the_World.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 25: Fascimile of the wrapper to Issues three and four of The Germ (1850), 
acquired from The Germ: The Literary Magazine of the Pre-Raphaelites, ed. by 
Andrea Rose (Oxford: Ashmoleon Museum, 1992) 
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Fig. 26: Front page of Le Figaro featuring The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism (20 February 
1909). <https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Le_Figaro_20_de_febrero_de_1909_Fururismo.jpg> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 28: Giacomo Balla, Velocity of an Automobile (1913). <https://www.wikiart.org/en/giacomo-
balla/velocity-of-an-automobile> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 27: Umberto Boccioni, The City Rises (1910) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_Rises_(Boccioni)#/media/File:The_City_Rises_by_Umb
erto_Boccioni_1910.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 29: Ugo Giannattasio, Le Tourniquet Du Café De Paris (1913). 
<https://fineartamerica.com/featured/le-tourniquet-du-cafe-de-paris-by-ugo-giannattasio-stefano-
baldini.html> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 30: Robert Delaunay, Manége de cochons (1906). 
<https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:GUGG_Carousel_of_Pigs.jpg > [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 31: Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Found (1854-1855, 1859-1881, unfinished) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Found_(Rossetti)#/media/File:Found_rossetti.jpg> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 32: Umberto Boccioni, Agitated Crowd Surrounding a High Equestrian Monument (1908). 
<https://www.artmegamart.com/agitate-crowd-surrounding-a-high-equestrian-monument-
ab90384.html> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 33: Photograph of F.T. Marinetti delivering a speech at a Futurist ‘Serata’ (undated). 
<https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/3482910> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 34: Photograph of (left to right) Luigi Russolo, Carlo Carrà, Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, 
Umberto Boccioni and Gino Severini in front of Le Figaro, Paris (9 February 1912). 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurism#/media/File:Russolo,_Carr%C3%A0,_Marinetti,_Boccioni_a
nd_Severini_in_front_of_Le_Figaro,_Paris,_9_February_1912.jpg> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 35: The Futurist Political Program (11th October 1913) 
<https://www.wdl.org/en/item/20042/view/1/1/> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 36: William Roberts, The Vorticists at the Restaurant de la Tour Eiffel: Spring, 1915 (1961-2). 
<https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/roberts-the-vorticists-at-the-restaurant-de-la-tour-eiffel-spring-1915-
t00528> [accessed 19 December 2018] Left to right, seated: Cuthbert Hamilton, Ezra Pound, William 
Roberts, Wyndham Lewis, Frederick Etchells and Edward Wadsworth. Standing in the doorway are 
Jessica Dismorr (left) and Helen Saunders (right). 
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Fig. 37: Cover of The Blue Review (July 1913) 
<https://archive.org/details/TheBlueReviewVol.
1No.3> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 38: Cover of The Little Review (March 1914) 
<https://repository.library.brown.edu/studio/item/
bdr:509281/> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 39: Cover of Blast (June 1914) <https://archive.org/details/BlastNo.1> 
Last [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 40: Edward Wadsworth, Radiation, as printed in Blast, ed. by Wyndham Lewis, 1 (London: John 
Lane, June 1914) <https://archive.org/details/BlastNo.1/page/n55> [accessed 19 December 2018]	
Fig. 41: Wyndham Lewis, Plan of War, as printed in Blast, ed. by Wyndham Lewis, 
no.1 (London: John Lane, June 1914) <https://archive.org/details/BlastNo.1/page/n65> 
Last [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 42: Wyndham Lewis, ‘Blast First (from politeness) England’, as printed in Blast, ed. by 
Wyndham Lewis, 1 (London: John Lane, June 1914) p.11 
<https://archive.org/details/BlastNo.1/page/n11> [accessed 19 December 2018]	
Fig. 43: Guillaume Apollinaire, L’antitradizione Futurista (June 29th 1913) p.1 
<https://www.wdl.org/en/item/20039/view/1/1/> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 44: Wyndham Lewis, Composition (1913) 
<https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/lewis-composition-n05886> 
[accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 45: Christopher Nevinson, The Departure of the Train de Luxe (1913). 
Acquired from Michael J.K. Walsh, “The Eminent English Futurist’: C.R.W. 
Nevinson and English Futurism in Peace and War’, Blasting the Future! Vorticism 
in Britain 1910-1920 (London: Philip Wilson, 2004) pp.19-27 (p.20). 
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Fig. 46: Cover of Blast 2 (July 1915) 
<https://archive.org/details/BlastNo.2> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 47: Wyndham Lewis, A Canadian Gun-pit (1918) 
<https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ee/Wyndham_Lewis
-A_Canadian_Gun-pit.jpg> [accessed 14 December 2018] 
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Fig. 48: Pablo Picasso, The Wounded Apollinaire (1916). Acquired from Richard Cork, A 
Bitter Truth: Avant-Garde Art and the Great War (London: Yale University Press, 1994) p.148 
Fig. 49: Giacomo Ball, Flags at the Altar of the Motherland (1915) 
<https://www.wikiart.org/en/giacomo-balla/flags-at-the-altar-of-the-fatherland-1915> 
[accessed 14 December 2018] 
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Fig. 50: Photograph of the Volunteer Cyclists’ Battalion (c.1915). Central standing 
figures are (left to right), Mario Sironi, Filippo Marinetti and Umberto Boccioni. 
<https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/3435603> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
Fig. 51: Carlo Carrà, Mio Figlio (1916) 
<https://en.wahooart.com/@@/8DP4CD-Carlo-Carr%C3%A0-Mio-
Figlio> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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Fig. 52: Gino Severini, Materinité (1916) <https://www.wikiart.org/en/gino-
severini/maternity-1916> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 53: Christopher Nevinson, Returning to the Trenches (1914-15). Acquired from 
Richard Cork, A Bitter Truth: Avant-Garde Art and the Great War (London: Yale 
University Press, 1994) p.72. 
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Fig. 54: Christopher Nevinson, La Patrie (1916) 
<https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/la-patrie-34031> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
	
Fig. 55: Christopher Nevinson, The Harvest of Battle (1919) 
<https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/20223> [accessed 19 December 2018] 
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